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The construction industry is increasingly turning to the use of environmentally 

friendly materials in order to meet the sustainable aspect required by modern 

infrastructures. Consequently, for the last two decades, the expansion of this concept, and 

the increasing global warming have raised concerns on the extensive use of Portland 

cement due to the high amount of carbon dioxide gas associated with its production. The 

development of geopolymer concretes offers promising signs for a change in the way of 

producing concrete. However, to seriously consider geopolymer binders as an alternative 

to ordinary Portland cement, the durability of this new material should be evaluated in 

any comparative analysis. The main purpose of this study was to evaluate the durability 

characteristics of low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concretes subjected to the 

marine environment, compared to ordinary Portland cement concrete with similar 
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exposure. To achieve this goal, 8 molar geopolymer, 14 molar geopolymer and ordinary 

Portland cement concrete mixes were prepared and tested for exposure in seawater. 

Compressive strengths in the range of 2900 to 8700 psi (20-60 MPa) were obtained. The 

corrosion resistance performance of steel-reinforced concrete beams, made of these 

mixes, was also studied, using an accelerated electrochemical method, with submergence 

in salt water. The test results indicated that the geopolymer concrete showed excellent 

resistance to chloride attack, with longer time to corrosion cracking, compared to 

ordinary Portland cement concrete. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 GENERAL 

The classical treatment of the theory of concrete refers generally to the use of 

Portland cement and the related materials, such as water, fine and coarse aggregates, 

when mixed together, are capable of producing concrete with the desirable properties. 

However, in recent years the concept of concrete is no longer the same, since the 

development of geopolymer materials (Davidovits, 1991) has led researchers to the 

discovery of green (eco-friendly) concrete, commonly named geopolymer concrete. 

Geopolymer concrete is made up of source materials, fly ash, rice husk ash, and alkali 

liquids, which form the binder, and common coarse and fine aggregates used in ordinary 

concrete. The manufacture of this new concrete follows the same production technology 

methods as in the case of OPC.  

Nonetheless, whether it is Portland cement or geopolymer, concrete is a porous 

material, and concrete structures must be able to resist to mechanical, physical, and 

chemical aggressions from their environment throughout their lifetime.  That is to say, 

they should be able to sustain various actions usually the freeze-thaw cycles, the exposure 

to aggressive waters and sulfate attacks. Actually, a concrete exposed to marine 

environment is subjected to several types of aggressive agents: mechanical agents such as 
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waves and tides, and erosion due to the effects of the waves; chemical attacks due to the 

action of chlorides present in seawater and sulfates, and climatic agents due to the 

variations of temperature. Within this context, the deterioration of concrete structures 

might be the result of the action of aggressive waters, such as sea water, or the corrosion 

of steel reinforcement in the case of reinforced concrete. Additionally, it should be noted 

that durability of concrete, independent of its intrinsic characteristics, is variable 

according to the type of exposure in the marine environment and the degree of 

immersion. Concrete in contact with seawater is subjected to various chemical reactions 

involving sulfates, chlorides, and magnesium ions where several mechanisms, 

specifically crystallization of expansive salts, precipitation of insoluble composites, ionic 

attacks etc, are taking place. As a result, some of these reactions can have beneficial 

effects on concrete structures, like the formation of a protective layer or the obstruction 

of the pores by precipitates, whereas, other reactions can generate expansive phenomena 

or leaching.  

In this respect, permeability is the major factor for determining the long-term 

durability of concrete in the marine environment. The more compact the concrete, the 

more it will be difficult for destructive agents to penetrate and flow through it pores. 

Therefore, the paradigm of fracture mechanics is to be evolving, when durability of 

concrete is taking into account. As stated by Wittmann (1997) “the marked difference 

between the deformation of concrete and the deformation of its constituents is mostly due 

to crack formation, even though part of the observed plasticity may be attributed to a 

viscous behavior of the hardened cement paste”. Many researchers have attempted to 

improve the impermeability or watertightness of concrete in various ways, of which the 
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addition of fly ash or rice husk ash is the most cost-effective. They have used up to 65% 

fly ash by mass as replacement of ordinary Portland cement in concrete.  

On the other hand, in the making of geopolymer concrete, the mix is one hundred 

percent by-product (fly ash, or rice husk ash), the Portland cement is completely replaced 

by the geopolymer paste. Current studies on geopolymer concrete are mainly focussed on 

geopolymer technology to make fly ash-based geopolymer concrete and the 

determination of its properties. However, no specific publications are available 

concerning the durability of geopolymer concrete in marine environment. This thesis 

discusses an accelerated durability testing program to investigate the durability 

performance of fly ash-based concretes subjected to natural seawater exposure. 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT  

Portland cement concrete is, after water, the most utilized material in the world. In 

fact, besides becoming one of the most widely used construction materials in the world, 

concrete has demonstrated throughout the years to be excellently resistant to water, 

especially to the action of salt water compared to other materials. As a result, it has been 

the primary material used for structures exposed to the marine environment.  

However, despite its ability to last hundreds of years in many applications and to 

resist to environment attacks from aggressive agents, it has been proven that Portland 

cement concrete poses problems such as durability, when exposed to sea water, sulfuric 

soils or freezing weather, and carbon dioxide emission. Many concrete structures have 

shown serious deterioration, way before their intended service life, especially those 

constructed in a corrosive environment (Mehta 1997). Portland cement has also raised 

major concerns about its harmful impacts to the environment due to its significant 
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contribution to the amount of greenhouse gas, resulting from the high volume of carbon 

dioxide emitted during its production. According to McCaffrey (2002), the production of 

one ton of Portland cement generates and releases approximately one ton of carbon 

dioxide gas into the atmosphere. This generation of carbon dioxide can be explained by 

the fact that cement is constituted of clinker, gypsum, and clay; and in order to make 

cement, these ingredients are “cooked” at temperatures up to 1500
◦
C, which is 

responsible for the majority of the CO2 emission. Basically, during the “cooking” time, 

the calcium is decarbonated while releasing CO2 that represents 60% of the quantity freed 

throughout the production of Portland cement.  Figure 1 shows an example of emission of 

carbon dioxide during the production of Portland cement. Obviously, the production of 

ordinary Portland cement is responsible for two ecological problems: it consumes a lot of 

energy, since the process depends on cooking the constituents, gypsum and clay, at high 

temperature, and releases a large amount of carbon dioxide, as previously noted. 

Consequently, designing environmentally friendly concrete structures using OPC, in 

which the generation and emission of CO2 can be limited during their life cycle, seems 

quite difficult.  
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Figure 1: CO2 Emission during production of Portland cement (Van Chanh et al.) 

 

As a result, the need for alternative binders capable of achieving a sustainable and 

ecologically aware concrete proves to be essential to reduce the huge emission of CO2 

attributable to Portland cement. Several studies have been done where cement had been 

partially and lately completely replaced by supplementary cementitious materials such as 

fly ash and other pozzolans in the making of green concrete. Actually, satisfactory results 

shown by partial replacement of OPC with supplementary cementitious materials in 

construction, and the abundance of fly ash throughout the world have offered the 

opportunity to researchers to consider geopolymer concrete as a serious alternative for 

environmental issues linked with the production of Portland cement. 
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Geopolymer is an inorganic alumino-silicate polymer synthesized from 

predominantly silicon (Si) and aluminum (Al) materials of geological origin, or 

byproduct materials, such as fly ash, rice husk ash, that are rich in silicon and aluminum, 

(Davidovits, 2008). The geopolymer materials by themselves cannot be used as binders, 

but associated with alkaline liquids from alkali metals (sodium or potassium based) 

produce the glue properties similar to Portland cement. In this respect, the two major 

constituents of the geopolymer binders are the source materials (Fly ash, Rice-husk ash, 

Silica fume, Slag, Red mud etc) and the alkali liquids (Sodium hydroxide with sodium 

silicate, potassium hydroxide with potassium silicate), Rangan, 2008. Many researchers 

agree on the fact that geopolymer technology reduces the emission of carbon dioxide by 

90% compared to ordinary Portland cement; therefore geopolymer concrete can be seen 

as the most adequate response to the ecological problem posed by OPC. In addition, in 

contrast with OPC, the production of geopolymer concrete necessitates less consumption 

of natural resources, such as coal ash, to produce the binder.  

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this investigation is to experimentally evaluate the durability of 

geopolymer concretes in the marine environment with corrosion-induced analysis. The 

investigation encompasses the effects of seawater on the durability and strength of low 

calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete. The durability was evaluated by means of 

mechanical performance, where the compressive and tensile strengths of normal weight 

and geopolymer concretes were tested and compared. Furthermore, since the resistance to 

corrosion of steel reinforcement is a determining factor in achieving durability of 
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reinforced concrete, a corrosion resistance performance was carried out using an 

accelerated electrochemical method.  

The main goals were: 

 To study the effects of age on the strengths and unit weight of geopolymer 

concretes. 

 To evaluate the durability of low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete 

compared to ordinary Portland cement concrete by means of accelerated corrosion 

testing of the reinforcing steel. 

1.4 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 

The work developed in this thesis mainly consists of experimental tests. The testing 

program included in one part the fabrication of specimens and the setup of wet and dry 

cycle system to simulate marine exposure; the other part comprised three tasks: 

 Task 1: Material properties testing where trial mixes were tested for compressive, 

indirect tensile, and flexural strengths, as well as their slump. 

 Task 2: Structural testing conducted on beam specimens, made of plain concrete 

for both geopolymer (GPC) and OPC. 

 Task 3: Accelerated durability testing in which OPC and GPC specimens were 

subjected to wet and dry cycles of seawater, to simulate a rather extreme marine 

environment, and evaluate the corrosion performance. 

Furthermore, as previously noted, the two main constituents of geopolymer binders 

are the source materials and the alkali liquids. Therefore, in this experimental work low 
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calcium fly ash (ASTM class F) was used as the source material. The fly ash was 

acquired from CEMEX, and its chemical composition is shown in Table 1. For the 

alkaline activator, a mixture of sodium silicate solution obtained from PQ Corporation 

and sodium hydroxide solids supplied by Fisher Scientific was utilized. The ordinary 

Portland cement was provided by CEMEX as well (See Table 1 below). 

 

Table 1: Chemical Composition and Physical Properties of Cementitious Materials 

Chemical Composition (%) 
Ordinary Portland 

cement (%) 
Fly Ash (%) 

Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 

 

  
19.61 

  
52.90 

Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 

 

  
7.33 

  
28.21 

Calcium oxide (CaO) 

 

  
62.15 

  
3.00 

Magnesium oxide (MgO) 

 

  
2.54 

  
5.21 

Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 

 

  
3.32 

  
5.31 

Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 

 

  
2.13 

  
0.68 

Loss on ignition 

 

  
2.91 

  
3.90 

Specific gravity 
    

3.16 
  

2.31 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The study of concrete structures in the marine environment takes it importance in 

that the earth surface is made up to 80 percent oceans. Therefore, the increasingly 

demands for coastal and offshore structures to fulfill the needs of communities seem to 

account for the great success of concrete throughout the world. Essentially, concrete 

offers various exceptional qualities such as mechanical resistance, durability, fire 

resistance, etc.  This explains why concrete is the basic material most commonly used, 

and has also become the corner stone of structures exposed to seawater. Concrete 

structures in this environment may experience diverse exposure conditions in seawater, 

which can be focussed to two main zones: the splash zone and the submerged zone. 

Concrete structures existing in the latter zone are continuously immersed and rarely 

undergo major degradations. Thus, they show low risk, and below the mudline zone 

essentially no risk, except if drained, Gerwick, 2007. On the other hand, the splash zone, 

where the structures are alternately submerged or emerged, is the most vulnerable to 

seawater attack because of its wetting and drying cycles, heating and cooling conditions 

Gerwick, 2007. Figure 2 shows exhaustively the tidal zone and the submerged zone as 

well as the physical and chemical processes responsible for the deterioration of reinforced 

concrete structures exposed to seawater. For this research, the most rigorous condition 

was considered, in which alternate cycles of wetting in seawater and drying take place. 
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Figure 2 : Physical and chemical deterioration processes of a reinforced concrete element 

Exposed to Seawater (Mehta, 1991) 

 

As stated by Vladimir (1995) and Vera et al. (2009), concrete structures exposed to 

severe marine environment are easily damaged by the erosive ocean atmosphere and 

seawater. In fact, the corrosive ions and gases as well as numerous marine organisms 

found in seawater are detrimental to construction materials. On the other hand, coastal 

and offshore structures are vulnerable to temperature extremes and hydrostatic pressure, 

which are capable of accelerating the process of deterioration in materials (Mehta, 1991). 

Generally, the deterioration processes of concrete in seawater are attributable to number 

of physical and chemical factors. Therefore, the understanding and evolving of the 
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concept of durability is important in order to characterize the influence of such condition 

on this material.  

The American Concrete Institute (ACI) defines the durability of concrete as its long 

term ability to resist weathering action, chemical attack, and abrasion, while maintaining 

its desired engineering properties. Therefore, in order to obtain durable structures it is 

necessary to design these structures taking into account environmental factors, and by 

utilizing durable materials with good quality control of the material. Durability is directly 

related to environmental factors, and also constitutes the most important parameter to be 

considered to optimize the resistance of structural concrete subjected to external 

influence. Conversely, the attack on concrete due to the combined chemical and physical 

effects of seawater constituents tends to increase permeability, not only would this make 

the material progressively more susceptible to further action by the same destructive 

agent, but also to other comprising physical and chemical processes, Reddy, 2000. It was 

pointed out that the essential factor guaranteeing the good behavior of concrete in the 

marine environment is its compactness. The more the concrete is compact, the more 

aggressive agents would have difficulty to penetrate and flow through its pores.  Hence, 

throughout this chapter only the influence of seawater on the durability of both Portland 

cement concrete and geopolymer concrete will be reviewed as well as the evolution of the 

usage of fly ash in concrete. 

2.1 FLY ASH 

2.1.1 Definition 

Fly ash is defined by the American Concrete Institute, ACI 116R, as “the finely 

divided residue that results from the combustion of ground or powdered coal and that is 
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transported by flue gases from the combustion zone to the particle removal system” (ACI 

Committee 232 2004). 

Fly ash is a by-product collected in the de-dusting of gases derived from the 

combustion of pulverized coal used in power plants.  Fly ash is composed of fine 

particles, and its chemical composition is related to the different types and relative 

amounts of incombustible materials present in the coal. Fly ash particles are typically 

spherical, ranging in diameter from less than 1 μm to no more than 150 μm (Malhotra, 

Concrete Construction Engineering Handbook, 2008). Generally, its constitutive 

elements are: aluminum, silicon, calcium, magnesium, and iron. Thus, depending on the 

combustion process and the type of combustible, the ash can be silica, sand-lime or lime 

sulfur, in some cases with pozzolanic and hydraulic properties. Referring to the 

pozzolanic activity shown by fly ashes, the American Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTM C125, 1975) defines a pozzolan as “a siliceous or siliceous and aluminous 

material which in itself possesses little or no cementitious value, but which will, in finely 

divided form and in the presence of moisture, chemically react with calcium hydroxide at 

ordinary temperature to form compounds possessing cementitious properties”.  

Basically, the great interest for the use of fly ashes comes from their ability to react 

with calcium hydroxide to form calcium silicate hydrates which possess pozzolanic and 

hydraulic properties. 

2.1.2 Historical Overview 

The term “fly ash” was first used in the electrical power industry around 1930 when 

the amounts of coal waste recovered from the power plants became increasingly 

important. In 1937, Davis et al. from the University of California were the first to publish 
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comprehensive data on the use of fly ash in concrete. This work constituted the basis for 

the initial specifications that helped to enhance the valorization of this material in the 

construction industry. However, it was not until 1948 that the first major realistic 

application was reported with the publication of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s data 

on the use of fly ash in the construction of the Hungry Horse Dam (Malhotra V. M. 

1991). In 1956 Timms and Grieb reported that substantial amount of Portland cement in 

concrete could be replaced with fly ash without adversely affecting the long term strength 

of concrete (Joshi and Lohtia, 1997). Still, a significant growth in the utilization of fly ash 

as a component of concrete was not until the 1970s after the oil crisis and the rising cost 

of energy. Throughout the years, the effects of fly ash on the properties of fresh and 

hardened concrete have been investigated by means of extensive research. Nowadays, fly 

ash is used up to 50% replacement of cement in high volume fly ash concrete (HVFAC), 

while it is being recently investigated as one-hundred percent substitution of Portland 

cement in geopolymer concretes, especially attributable to the development of 

geopolymers. 

2.1.3 Fly Ash Composition 

Generally, the constitutive elements of fly ash are aluminum, silicon, calcium, 

magnesium, and iron, although its composition varies with the source of coal. According 

to ASTM C618, there are two types of fly ash – Class C, normally produced from lignite 

or sub-bituminous coals, and known as high calcium fly ash – Class F, usually formed 

from bituminous coals, and identified as low calcium fly ash. In order for a fly ash 

material to be classified as Class C, the silica (SiO2), the alumina (Al2O3), and the iron 

oxide (Fe2O3) constituents should not exceed by much 50% of the composition, while for 
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Class F the summation of this three components can be greater than 70% (ACI committee 

226 report). As mentioned earlier, low calcium class F fly ash is being used for this study; 

hence, as it can be seen in Table 2 the sum of the three main components exceeds 70%. It 

should be noted that Class F fly ashes possess pozzolanic properties. Soft to the touch, 

they (class F) are in the form of powder from gray to black in color depending on the 

unburned fuel and iron oxide contents. Whereas, Class C fly ashes have the form of a fine 

gray powder, with physical properties and/or pozzolanic characteristics. They mainly 

contain reactive lime, reactive silica, and alumina. The amount of lime (CaO) in this type 

of ash is high; therefore they are likely to consolidate without the use of binder. Overall, a 

fly ash material is considered suitable to be used as pozzolan for concrete if the majority 

of its particles pass the No. 325 (45µm) sieve. 

 

Table 2: Chemical Composition and Physical Properties of Low Calcium Fly Ash  

Chemical Composition (%)   Fly Ash 

Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 

  
 

 

52.90 

Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 

  
 

 

28.21 

Calcium oxide (CaO) 

  
 

 

3.00 

Magnesium oxide (MgO) 

  
 

 

5.21 

Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 

  
 

 

5.31 

Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 

  
 

 

0.68 

Loss on ignition 

  
 

 

3.90 

Specific gravity 
    

  
  

2.31 
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2.1.4 Production of Fly Ash 

In the US the production of fly ash is about 60 million tons per year, and only 10% 

of this amount is consumed in the cement and concrete industry (Mehta, Role of Fly ash 

in Sustainable Development, A forum held 8 December 1998). Thus, a huge volume of 

fly ash is not effectively used. In fact, Figure 3 illustrates the production and use statistics 

of coal ash from 1966 to 2007, according to a survey published by the American Coal 

Ash Association (ACAA). It can be seen from the figure the enormous gap between the 

coal ash production and the beneficial use of this material. 

 

Figure 3: Production and use statistics of coal ashes from 1966 to 2007 (ACCA)  
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Likewise, Figure 4  shows typical abundance and availability of fly ash worldwide, 

which exemplifies the opportunity presented by this by-product to the construction 

industry to utilize a sustainable and eco-friendly material at low cost. 

 

Figure 4: Typical fly ash reserve worldwide 

 

2.1.5 Use of Fly Ash in Concrete 

The use of fly ash in construction materials did not start in recent years. Roman 

builders utilized volcanic ash with pozzolanic properties way before modern power plants 

began generating coal fly ash. The most prominent Roman structures constructed during 

this era include the Pantheon and Colosseum, as well as many roads and aqueducts, 

which over 2,000 years after their construction are still standing. And, many researchers 

agree that the durability of these structures is in part due to their ash-based concrete.  
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, the construction industry started to use fly 

ash as partial replacement of cement, ranging from 0 to 16% by mass of the total 

cementitious material. Ed Abdun-Nur (1961) on the use of fly ash in concrete stated “In 

this day and age, concrete that does not contain aggregate, cement, water, fly ash and a 

chemical admixture should only be found in a museum case – fly ash is as important an 

ingredient of concrete utilizing the state of the art as cement, and in fact much of the 

concrete in which fly ash is incorporated has more fly than cement. And, it becomes a 

better quality concrete than with cement only” (ACI Proceedings Second International 

Conference, Malhotra, 1986).  

ACI Committee 232 (2004) reported that in U.S. from 1948 when the Hungry Horse 

Dam was built to 1970 more than one hundred locks and dams using fly ash were 

constructed. 

From the standpoint of recommended practices, ASTM limits the fly ash usage in 

Portland cement concrete mix to 20% or 25%.  

More recently, the quest to meet the increasing demand for cement and concrete in a 

sustainable manner has led researchers to take a significant step forward with the 

development of high volume fly ash (HVFA) concrete. Mehta (2001) pointed out that 

“the high volume fly ash concrete is the best, due to the simplicity of the technology, low 

initial cost, high durability and high environmental friendliness of the product. Super-

plasticized high-volume fly ash concrete is expected to have a huge impact on the 

concrete industry”. In addition, Malhotra (2002) stated that HVFA concrete is more 

durable and resource-efficient than the OPC concrete. Thus, this type of concrete deals 

with the three sustainability issues poses by ordinary Portland cement, namely the 
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consumption of huge quantities of virgin materials, the contribution of Portland cement 

production to greenhouse gas emissions that are implicated in global warming and 

climate change, and the durability problem experienced by many concrete structures 

which has an adverse effect on the resource productivity of the industry (Mehta, 2001). 

Besides using fly ash as partial or total replacement of cement in concrete to achieve 

a more environmentally friendly material by reducing the amount of CO2, the advantages 

also lie in both the influence on the rheological properties of fresh concrete and the 

engineering characteristic of hardened concrete.  

For fresh concrete, fly ash 

 increases the setting time of Portland cement concrete  

 causes a reduction in the water requirement and increases workability due to the 

small size and the essentially spherical form of low-calcium fly ash particles 

 reduces the heat of hydration of concrete without affecting long-term strength 

gain or durability 

In hardened concrete state, fly ash 

 reacts with available lime and alkali in concrete to produce additional 

cementitious compounds 

 demonstrates strength development due to the fly-ash – lime reaction which 

facilitates concrete containing fly ash to continue to gain strength over time 

 reduces permeability to water and aggressive chemicals (Davis, 1954, showed that 

the permeability of fly ash concrete was directly related to the quantity of 

hydrated cementitious material, Concrete Construction Engineering Handbook, 

2008)  
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 contributes to the improvement of the durability of concrete structures due to the 

combined action of the increase in cementitious compounds and the reduction in 

permeability  

 is particularly useful in marine structures since fly ash concrete satisfies both the 

conflicts of requiring high C3A to resist chlorides and low C3A to resist sulfates 

(Ken W. Day, 2006) 

The many benefits offer by fly ash and so much concern about sustainable 

development in the construction industry have led to extended study on the activation of 

fly ash with alkaline solutions. Actually, the reaction of fly ash with alkaline solutions 

such as sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate produces a binding material similar to 

cement (Hardjito, 2005). Therefore, this type of binder has opened the door for the 

production of concrete without the use of Portland cement; that is the glue function can 

be played by the activated fly ash. Davidovits (1978) was the first to introduce the 

concept of activated by-products ability to be used as substitution of OPC. However, it 

was until the 1990’s comprehensive studies on geopolymer material were accessible in 

the published literature.    

2.2 GEOPOLYMERS 

2.2.1 Terminology and Chemistry 

As stated earlier, the term “geopolymer” was first coined by French scientist Joseph 

Davidovits (1978) in reference to alumino-silicate polymers with an amorphous 

microstructure, and formed in alkaline environment. Then, following extensive studies, 

Davidovits developed the geopolymer chemistry concept, and established the properties 

of this new generation material in 1979. He also suggested the term poly(sialate) for the 
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chemical designation of geopolymers based on silico-aluminates (Davidovits, 1979, 

Geopolymer 2002 Conference). Sialate is an abbreviation form for alkali silicon-oxo-

aluminate in which the alkali is sodium-potassium-lithium-calcium (Davidovits, 

Geopolymer Chemistry and Applications 2008). Polysialates are chain and ring polymers 

with Si4
+
 and Al3

+
 in IV-fold coordination with oxygen and range from amorphous to 

semi-crystalline. Polysialate has the empirical formula: 

Mn (-(SiO2) z–AlO2)n . wH2O 

The amorphous to semi-crystalline three dimensional silico-aluminate structures 

were christened «geopolymers» of the types as it is schematized in the following figure 

(Davidovits, Geopolymer 2002 Conference, October 28-29, 2002, Melbourne, Australia): 

 

Figure 5: Chemical structures of polysialate (Davidovits, 1979) 

Davidovits (1999) also specified that a geopolymer can take one of the three basic forms 

above. 
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Moreover, the chemical composition of geopolymer is similar to zeolite, but with 

amorphous microstructure rather than the crystalline alumino-silicate with a cage 

structure found in zeolistic materials (Palomo, Grutzeck et al. 1999).  

Normally, geopolymers hardened through a polymerization instead of the hydration 

process as in the case of OPC-based binders. So far, most researchers agree on the fact 

that there is some uncertainty in the understanding of the complete step-by-step reaction 

kinetics involved in the geopolymerization process. However, back in the 1950s 

Glukhovsky already proposed a general mechanism for the alkali activation of materials 

in which silica and reactive alumina were the primary components (Glukhovsky VD 

1959, Soil silicates, Gosstroyizdat, Kiev). In this model the geopolymerization process is 

divided into three phases:  

 destruction–coagulation stage 

 coagulation-condensation stage 

 condensation–crystallization 

In recent years, researchers such as Duxson, Fernandez-Jimenez, Provis, (2009), 

Lukey, Palomo, van Deventer, (2009), have developed different theories based on 

Glukhovsky’s model, and presented a simplified reaction mechanism for 

geopolymerization. This conceptual model is shown in Figure 6, where the different steps 

leading to the polymerization and hardening of the aggregates to concrete are presented.  
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Figure 6: Conceptual model for geopolymerization (Fernandez-Jimenez et al.) 

 

Nonetheless, the most popular conceptual model proposed for setting and hardening 

of geopolymer materials comprises the following stages (Davidovits 1999; Xu and van 

Deventer 2000):   

 Dissolution of Si and Al atoms from the source material through the action of 

hydroxide ions. 

 Transportation or orientation or condensation of precursor ions into monomers. 

 Setting or polycondensation/polymerization of monomers into polymeric 

structures. 
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In addition, Palomo, Grutzeck et al. (1999) stated that these stages proceed in 

parallel and thus, make it difficult to differentiate them. In summary, geopolymerization 

process requires the chemical reaction of alumino-silicate oxides (Si2O5, Al2O2) with 

alkali polysilicates leading to polymeric Si – O – Al bonds. The following equation is an 

example of polycondensation by alkali into polysialate-siloxo (S. E. Wallah and B. V. 

Rangan, 2006): 

 

Rangan, (2008), provided a substantial explanation of the second part of the previous 

equation, and it is reported below: 

“The last term in Equation 2 reveals that water is released during the chemical reaction 

that occurs in the formation of geopolymers. This water, expelled from the geopolymer 

matrix during the curing and further drying periods, leaves behind discontinuous nano-

pores in the matrix, which provide benefits to the performance of geopolymers. The 

water in a geopolymer mixture, therefore, plays no role in the chemical reaction that takes 

place; it merely provides the workability to the mixture during handling. This is in 

contrast to the chemical reaction of water in a Portland cement concrete mixture during 

the hydration process”.  (Fly as-based geopolymer concrete, B. V. Rangan 2008). 
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2.2.2 Constituents of Geopolymers 

2.2.2.1 Source Materials 

Different source materials have been used in research for the manufacture of 

geopolymer binders. However, it is to be noted that the main components of the source 

materials for alumino-silicate geopolymers should be silicon (Si) and aluminium (Al) in 

amorphous form. Therefore, natural minerals such as kaolinite, clays, albite, feldspar and 

stilbite, and by-product materials such as fly ash, silica fume, slag, rice-husk ash, red 

mud, are suitable to be used as source materials, since they are capable to provide a 

source of silicon and aluminum. This type of material when dissolved in an alkaline 

activating solution polymerizes into molecular chains and networks to produce the 

hardened binder. 

In the range of the source materials previously noted, many of them have been 

investigated in the making of geopolymer concrete. However, the most popular among 

them in the technology of geopolymers are clay materials kolinite and metakaolin, and 

industrial wastes (furnace slag, fly ash).  

Thus, Davidovits, (2008), has been using kaolinite as source material with alkalis, 

principally NaOH and KOH, to produce geopolymers since 1972 (Wallah and Rangan, 

2006). He pointed out that the geopolymerization mechanism of kaolinite can be realized 

under two concepts:  

First, the ionic concept in which the mineral phase transformation of kaolinite in 

alkaline solutions involves two major processes: 

 Dissolution of kaolinite releasing monomeric Si and Al 

 Precipitation of the Feldspathoid Hydrosodalite  
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Second, the covalent bonding concept that involves the cleavage of the siloxo layers 

and the formation of the ortho-sialate molecule (OH)3-Si-O-Al-(OH)3, which is soluble 

and goes in alkaline solution (Davidovits, Geopolymer Chemistry and Applications 

2008). 

Within that context of studies on geopolymers, Davidovits, later on, utilized another 

type of clay, metakaolin, derived from kaolinite. In fact, metakaolin is obtained by 

calcining of pure kaolinite for 6 hours at 750
o 

C. During this process chemically bonded 

water is expelled by dehydroxylation. It was observed that this dehydroxylated clay 

presents a high rate of dissolution in the reactant solution, and an easier control on the 

Si/Al ratio; consequently it became the preferred source material of most researchers 

(Djwantoro Hardjito, 2005). As a matter fact, Barbosa and MacKenzie (2003), P. Duxson 

et al. (2007a), Fernandez-Jimenez et al. (2008) have favored metakaolin in their 

investigations.  

On the other hand, the utilization of by-products, such as slag and specially fly ash as 

raw material in the manufacture of geopolymer concrete, has been considered as the most 

promising due to the abundance and availability of fly ash worldwide. It has been shown 

that fly ash is more useful than slag because its finer particles make it possess high 

reactivity. The composition, production, and potential use of fly ash were developed 

earlier (Sect. 2.13, 2.1.4, 2.1.5). Also, as in the case of high volume fly ash concrete, low 

calcium (ASTM Class F) fly ash is recommended rather than high calcium (ASTM Class 

C) fly ash. This preference for the Class F is due to the presence of high quantity of 

calcium in the Class C which can interfere with the polymerization process, and alter the 

microstructure (Gourley, 2003).  
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As stated by Davidovits (2008), the uses of fly ash for geopolymer synthesis have 

been a focus for numerous investigations. Katz (1998), conducted a study on the 

influence of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) activation of fly ash on the compressive strength 

of blended cements for different concentrations, temperatures, and water-to-fly ash ratios. 

He reported that higher concentration of NaOH and curing temperature increase the 

strength. He also suggested that lowering the sodium hydroxide to fly ash ratio by 

lowering the water/fly ash ratio, while maintaining the solution concentration constant, 

yielded a lower compressive strength. Van Jaarsveld et. al., (1997; 1999) studied the 

potential use of geopolymeric materials, particularly fly ash, to immobilize toxic metals. 

They concluded that the utilization of certain waste materials and their reactive properties 

may offer the possibility to generate various geopolymeric matrices that are not only 

strong enough to be used as building materials, but also as immobilization systems for 

toxic metal containment. Palomoa, Grutzeckb and Blancoa (1999), conducted an 

investigation on the mechanism of activation of a fly ash with highly alkaline solutions. 

These solutions were made with a combination of sodium hydroxide plus sodium silicate, 

and a combination of potassium hydroxide plus potassium silicate. As a result, they 

reported that the temperature and the type of alkaline liquid are the significant factors 

affecting the mechanical strength. They also found that the highest compressive strength 

is given by the solution made of the combination of sodium hydroxide and sodium 

silicate. In 2001 Xu and Van Deventer presented their paper work on the 

geopolymerization of industrial waste minerals (fly ash, kaolinite and albite), in which a 

method of geopolymerizing these three source materials was proposed. They indicated 

that the compressive strength of the resulting geopolymer significantly increased due to 
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the three component system, wherein the three minerals underwent geopolymerization 

together, while possessing the lowest probability of cracking. Swanepoel and Strydom 

(2002) studied the utilization of fly ash as a basic ingredient of a new geopolymeric 

material, and showed that fly ash has the potential to be used as raw material in the 

manufacturing of geopolymer. 

Interesting research carried out by Fernandez-Jimenez and Palomo (2003) intended 

to determine the potential reactivity of fly ashes as alkaline cement. The results showed 

that the different fly ashes used for the investigations were not only suitable to be alkali 

activated, but also their potential reactivity came from the following key factors:  the 

reactive silica content, the vitreous phase content, and the particle size distribution. In 

addition, they stated that in order to produce a material with optimal binding properties 

by alkali activation, the main characteristics of the low-calcium fly should be a 

percentage of unburned material lower than 5%, a Fe2O3 content not higher than 10%, a 

low CaO content, a reactive silica content between 40–50%, and 80-90% of particles 

should have a size average smaller than 45 μm. 

Recently Rangan et al. (2008) published extensive studies on low-calcium fly ash-

based geopolymer concrete. In 2005, Rangan and Hardjito carried out research at Curtin 

University of Technology (Australia) on the development and properties of low-calcium 

fly ash-based geopolymer concrete. Of the conclusions reached, it can be noted that: 

 Higher concentration (in terms of molar) of sodium hydroxide solution results in 

higher compressive strength of fly ash-based geopolymer concrete 

 The slump value of the fresh fly-ash-based geopolymer concrete increases with 

the increase of extra water added to the mixture 
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 As the H2O-to-Na2O molar ratio increases, the compressive strength of fly ash-

based geopolymer concrete decreases 

 The average density of fly ash-based geopolymer concrete is similar to that of 

OPC concrete. 

Wallah and Rangan (2006) reported the results of an investigation aimed to 

determine the long-term properties of low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete. 

According to their study, heat-cured fly ash-based geopolymer concrete shows an 

excellent resistance to sulfate attack, but experiences degradation in the compressive 

strength in the case of sulfuric acid attack. However, it was found that heat-cured 

geopolymer concrete resist much better than Portland cement concrete to sulfuric acid 

aggression. Rangan (2008) presented a complete study on fly ash-based geopolymer 

concrete. The purpose was to use the experimental data to propose a method for the 

design of geopolymer concrete mixtures as well as to identify the role of salient 

parameters on the strength and mechanical properties of fly ash-based geopolymer 

concrete. Besides the proposal for a mix proportion, he also concluded that fly ash-based 

geopolymer concrete possesses excellent compressive strength, and can be used in 

structural applications. 

2.2.2.2 Alkaline Activators  

Davidovits (1994) stated that the polymerization process, in the case of fly ash-based 

geopolymer, necessitates high alkaline solutions in order to dissolve the silica and 

alumina ions presents in the fly ash. Thus, as previously noted, alkaline liquid is one of 

the major constituents of geopolymer binders. Within that context, many studies have 
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proven that a combination of sodium hydroxide with sodium silicate, or potassium 

hydroxide with potassium silicate, can be used to induce the silicon and aluminum atoms 

in the source materials to dissolve and form a gel. According to Shi and Qian (1999) the 

principle of alkaline activation of blast furnace slag dates back to the 1940s when Purdon 

published in the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry (Belgium) a paper on “The 

action of alkalis on blast-furnace slag”. However, it was in the 1960s that systematic 

exploratory studies on this subject were carried out, particularly by Gluhovsky and 

Pakhovmov (1960).  

In recent decades, the use of alkaline liquids in the manufacture of geopolymer 

binders and concretes has been the subject of many researches. It is to be noted that the 

most popular alkaline activator among researchers is a sodium hydroxide, with sodium 

silicate solution, or potassium hydroxide with potassium silicate solution. Actually, 

Silverstrim et al. (1997) and van Jaarsveld et al. (1997) developed geopolymeric fly ash-

based cements using a combination of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate (Davidovits, 

Geopolymer 2008). Davidovits et al. (1999) reported the use of sodium hydroxide 

solution to achieve the polymerization of a kaolinite material. Moreover, the different 

studies reported earlier in the development of the source materials, and carried out by 

Palomo et al. (1999), Grutzeck et al. (1999), Xu and van Deventer (2001), Swanepoel and 

Strydom 2002, Xu and van Deventer (2002), used these types of alkaline activators in 

various investigations. Palomo (1999), for instance, reached the conclusion that the type 

of alkali solution employed for the activation of the fly ash has a major role in the 

geopolymerization process. Xu and van Deventer (2000) suggested that the section of the 

mixture of sodium silicate solution with sodium hydroxide solution as alkaline activator 
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improved the reaction between the solution and the raw material. Barbosa and 

MacKenzie (2003) conducted an experiment in which potassium polysialate (K-PS) and 

potassium sialate disiloxo (K-PSDS) were synthesized from metakaolinite. They 

concluded that potassium geopolymers showed good thermal stability. Hardjito (2005) 

studied the process of making fly ash-based geopolymer concrete where a combination of 

sodium hydroxide solution and sodium silicate solution was chosen to activate the fly 

ash. As a result, he reported that the compressive strength of fly ash-based geopolymer 

concrete increases when the sodium silicate-to-sodium hydroxide ratio by mass increases. 

Rangan et al. (2005, 2006, and 2008), carried out several investigations at Curtin 

University of Technology (Australia), with the purpose of determining the properties and 

the best design procedure of low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete utilizing 

combination of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate as alkaline activators. 

2.2.3 Mixture Proportions 

The analysis of the literature on the development of geopolymer materials shows 

that, from their induction by Davidovits (1978) to the time preceding the intensive 

investigations and testing conducted by Rangan et al. (2005, 2006, and 2008) at Curtin 

University of Technology (Australia), very few studies on geopolymer concrete were 

reported. The majority of the research investigations were focussed on the determination 

of the behavior and properties of geopolymer paste; hence, no detail mixture proportions 

for concrete were proposed. Actually, the work of Katz (1998) was concentrated on the 

influence of fly ash-based geopolymer on the compressive strength. He reported the use 

of four sodium hydroxide concentrations and diverse fly ash-to-water ratios. The research 

of Palomo et al. (1999), described earlier, aimed to analyze the geopolymerization of 
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low-calcium ASTM Class F fly ash for a molar ratio Si/Al equal to 1.81. In the published 

paper they reported using four different activator solutions, with the ratio by mass of 

alkaline liquids to fly ash varying from 0.25 to 0.30. 

On the other hand, following extended research on the development, behavior, and 

applications of low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete, Hardjito and Rangan 

(2005) were among the firsts to publish a work report, where the mixture proportions and 

the short-term properties of low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete were 

completely described. First of all, as it can be seen in Table 3 they proposed a ratio of 

sodium silicate solution-to-sodium hydroxide solution, by mass, varying from 0.4 to 2.5 

where each ratio is related to an expected compressive strength. 

Table 3: Fly ash-based Geopolymer Concrete Design Data (Rangan, 2006) 

Water-to-Geopolymer 

Solids Ratio, by mass 

Workability 

Design Compressive Strength (wet-

mixing time of 4 minutes, curing at 

60
○
C for 24 hrs after casting), Mpa 

0.16 Very Stiff 60 

0.18 Stiff 50 

0.20 Moderate 40 

0.22 High 35 

0.24 High 30 

 

After that, they recommended a range between 8 Molar and 16 Molar for the 

concentration of sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH). Then, the ratio of alkaline activator 

solution-to-fly ash by mass was suggested to be in the range of 0.3 and 0.4. Finally, they 
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suggested that the proportions of fine and coarse aggregates commonly used in the 

manufacture of OPC concrete are suitable for the geopolymer concrete as well. That is a 

percentage of 75% to 80% by mass can be utilized for the concrete mixture. Following 

this work, Ragan and Wallah (2006) published a paper in which a more detailed 

description of the mixture proportions for low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer 

concrete was given (See Tables 4). It is to be noted that the alkaline liquid employed for 

these studies consisted of a combination of sodium silicate solution and sodium 

hydroxide solids in flakes or pellets form dissolved in water. 

 

Table 4: Geopolymer Concrete Mix Proportions (Rangan, 2006) 

Materials 

Weight (lb/ft
3
) 

Mix 1 Mix 2 

Coarse Aggregate 

¾ in 17 17 

½ in 23 23 

¼ in 40 40 

Fine sand 34 34 

Fly ash 25 25 

Sodium silicate solution 6.42 6.42 

Sodium hydroxide solution 2.55 (8 Molar) 2.55 (14 Molar) 

Super Plasticizer 0.374 0.374 

Extra water None 1.4 
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2.2.4 Geopolymer Properties 

In the framework of the development of geopolymer materials various explorations 

have been performed in order to determine the physical and chemical properties of 

geopolymers, as well as their long-term durability. It should be reminded that the 

physical properties take into account the behavior of materials subjected to the effect of 

temperature, electric or magnetic field, or light; whereas the chemical properties 

characterize the behavior of materials subjected to an environment more or less 

aggressive. Other properties are the mechanical that reflect the performance of materials 

deformed by force systems. Obviously, not all the properties of geopolymers will be 

reviewed, but only those that will be addressed in this thesis. 

Physical and chemical testing carried out by Davidovits et al. (1988) on the 

mechanical properties of geopolymers demonstrated that this material possessed 

exceptional properties such as a high early strength, low shrinkage, and high resistance to 

freezing and thawing, sulfate attack and corrosion.  He reported that geopolymer binders 

hardened quickly at room temperature, while the compressive strength increases up to 20 

MPa after only 4 hours at 20
o
C, and about 70-100 MPa after 28 days. Comrie et al. 

(1988), following physical tests conducted on unconfined cubes made from mortar mixes 

of sand and geopolymer, also indicated that they obtained compressive strengths of 40 

MPa over a period of 28 days of curing. Furthermore, during the first two days of curing, 

they were able to attain strengths of 30 MPa, which represents 75% of the final strength. 

Therefore, when comparing concrete mortars manufactured from ordinary Portland 

cement with geopolymer mortars it appeared that strengths were acquired more quickly 

with the latter. Moreover, according to Palomo et al. (1999) temperature is a reaction 
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accelerator in geopolymeric binders. Geopolymer materials are likely to gain in 

mechanical strengths when the temperature increases. Generally, the temperature and the 

type of activator are important factors affecting the mechanical strengths of geopolymer 

materials, and the longer the time of curing, the higher the average (Palomo, 1999). 

On the other hand, regarding the heat and fire resistance of geopolymeric binder 

compared to Portland cement, geopolymer materials have shown a better behavior 

(Davidovits, 1988 & 1994). Basically, OPC materials when exposed to temperature up to 

300
○
C underwent rapid deterioration in their compressive strength (explode above this 

temperature), while geopolymeric binders remained stable at 600
o
C. Geopolymer 

cements also demonstrated extremely low shrinkage in comparison to Portland cement 

(Wallah and Rangan, 2006).  

Besides their physical and mechanical properties, geopolymer materials have shown 

excellent chemical properties. Geopolymer pastes and mortars have been proven to 

perform satisfactorily when exposed to sulfates, seawater attack, acidic media, and akali-

silica reaction (Fernandez-Jimenez and Palomo, 2008).  Comrie et al. (1988) stated that 

their ability to resist to chemical attack can be credited to the fact that, unlike Portland 

cement, lime does not have an important role in the lattice structure of geopolymers.  

One of the common causes in OPC concrete deterioration is the alkali-aggregate 

reaction, which is a chemical reaction between certain types of aggregates and alkalis 

from the Portland cement. Usually, this chemical reaction may be either an alkali-silica 

reaction or an alkali-carbonate reaction. Under specific circumstances, the result of this 

reaction can be damaging expansion and cracking in the concrete structure. Therefore, the 

absence of factors such as reactive aggregate, alkalis in the cement, calcium-rich phases 
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can prevent the chemical process to take place. Davidovits (1994) used the standard 

Accelerated Mortar Bar Test to demonstrate the alkali-aggregate resistance of 

geopolymeric cements compared to OPC, while using much higher alkali content for the 

geopolymer pastes. Thus, the geopolymer specimens appeared to be healthy, whereas the 

Portland cement specimens did generate alkali-aggregate reaction. Garcia-Lodeiro, 

Palomo and Fernandez-Jimenez (2007), following many studies on this issue, established 

that alkali-activated fly ash mortars made with sodium hydroxide or sodium silicate 

solution expanded less than the 0.1% maximum recommended by the ASTM standard 

C1260-94 after 16 days (Provis and van Deventer, ed. 2009).  

Another appealing property of geopolymer binder depicted by past researches is its 

resistance to acid attack. Almost all of them asserted that alkali-activated binders 

performed way better than OPC when subjected to chemical aggression by acid, because 

of the high calcium content of OPC (Rangan, 2006).  Silverstrim et al. (1997) studied the 

behavior of an alkali activated fly ash specimen exposed to 70 vol% nitric acid for three 

months, and reported that the specimen  retained its dense microstructure. Also, 

Davidovits et al. (1999) stated that metakaolin-based geopolymer “K-PSS” showed only 

7% mass loss after the specimens were submerged for four weeks in 5% solution of 

sulfuric acid (Provis and van Deventer, ed. 2009).  Bakharev (2005) investigated the 

durability of geopolymer materials manufactured using a class F fly ash (FA) and 

alkaline activators, when exposed to 5% solutions of acetic and sulfuric acids. The results 

of these tests showed a superior performance of the geopolymer materials when exposed 

to acid solutions compared to ordinary Portland cement (OPC) paste. Geopolymer 
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materials manufactured with sodium hydroxide and cured at elevated temperature 

demonstrated the best performance.  

Recently, Fernandez-Jimenez et al. (2007) conducted research on the behavior of 

alkali-activated fly ash and OPC specimens totally immersed in HCl solution. The test 

results demonstrated that the specimens manufactured with the alkali-activated fly ash 

appeared to be healthy after 90 days of exposition to acid solutions, whereas the OPC 

specimens were severely deteriorated after only 56 days of immersion.   

The last chemical property that needs to take into account is the seawater attack 

resistance. Usually, concrete in the marine environment is subjected to several chemical 

reactions involving sulfates, chlorides, and magnesium ions by mechanisms of 

crystallization of expansive salts, precipitation of insoluble compounds, ionic attacks, and 

so on. Therefore, Palomo et al. (1999) reported the results of experiments performed on 

mortar prisms made of sand and alkali-activated metakaolin immersed in ASTM seawater 

and other solutions, for several days. It was observed that the nature of the aggressive 

solution had little negative effect on the evolution of microstructure and the strength of 

these materials. Similarly, Bakharev (2005), Fernandez-Jimenez et al. (2007), and many 

other authors concluded that alkaline activated fly ash pastes and mortars perform 

satisfactorily when exposed to sulfates and seawater. 

2.2.5 Geopolymer Applications 

The use of geopolymer technology is primarily to contribute to the reduction of the 

environmental impact of ordinary Portland cement. However, geopolymers have various 

other areas of applications from civil engineering field to automobile and aerospace 

industries as it is indicated in Tables 5 & 6. For instance, the French aeronautical 
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company Dassault Aviation has used geopolymer mold and tooling in the development of 

the fighter plane “Rafale”, since 1986.  Also, the Benetton Formula 1 team designed a 

unique thermal shield made out of composite geopolymer, during the Grand Prix season 

1994 and 1995 (Davidovits, 2002). According to Davidovits (Geopolymer Chemistry & 

Applications, 2008), the type of application of geopolymeric material depends on the 

Si:Al ratio, as it can be seen in Table 5. It appeared from this table that a low Si:Al ratio 

is suitable for many applications in the civil engineering field (Wallah and Rangan, 

2006). 

Comrie et al. (1988) conducted a study to evaluate the applications of geopolymer 

technology to waste stabilization. This investigation targeted the physical properties of 

solidified waste and sand mortar mixes, on the basis of compressive strength testing. The 

results showed that this inorganic binder has the potential to efficiently immobilize 

hazardous wastes by reducing metal leachability. In addition, it was found that 

geopolymer technology is extremely effective not only in the case of heavy metals, but 

also for a wide variety of elements, ions and compounds (Provis and van Deventer, 

2009).  
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Table 5: Applications of Geopolymeric Materials Based on Si:Al Atomic Ratio 

(Rangan, 2006) 

Si/Al ratio Applications 

1 

     -   Bricks 

     -   Ceramics 

     -   Fire Protection 

2 

     -   Low CO2 cements and concretes 

     -   Radioactive and toxic waste encapsulation 

3 

     -   Fire protection fibre glass composite 

     -   Foundry equipments 

     -   Heat resistant composites, 200
o
C to 1000

o
C 

     -   Tooling for aeronautics titanium process 

> 3 

     -   Sealants for industry, 200
o
C to 600

o
C 

     -   Tooling for aeronautics SPF aluminum 

20 - 35      -   Fire resistant and heat resistant fibre composites 
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Table 6: Applications of Geopolymers (After Sanjay Kumar) 

Area Applications 

Civil engineering 
Low CO 2, fast setting cement, precast concrete 

products and ready mixed concrete 

Building materials 

Bricks, blocks, pavers, self glazed tiles, acoustic 

panels, pipes,  

Archeology 

Archeological monuments by geopolymerisation, 

Repairing & restoration  

Composite material 
Tooling for aeronautics Functional composite for 

structural ceramic application 

Fire resistant material 

Fire and heat resistant fiber composite material 

Carbon fiber composite 

Refractory application 

Refractory moulds for metal casting, Use of 

geopolymer as adhesive refractory, Refractory 

castables  

Utilization of waste 

Use of fly ash, blast furnace slag and tailings for 

geopolymer products 

Immobilization of toxic 

materials 

Encapsulation of domestic, hazardous, radioactive 

and contaminated materials in a very impervious, 

high strength material 

Others Paints, Coatings, Adhesive 
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Moreover, Balaguru et al. (1997) presented the results of an experimental 

investigation on the behavior of reinforced concrete beams strengthened with carbon 

fiber fabrics and geopolymer. This research aimed to demonstrate the ability of 

geopolymer to be used instead of organic polymers for fastening the carbon fabrics to 

concrete. It was observed that geopolymer provides excellent adhesion both to concrete 

surface and in the inter-laminar planes of fabrics. Additionally, geopolymer showed to be 

fire resistant, did not degrade under UV light, and was chemically compatible with 

concrete. As a result, the product was found suitable for use in the repair and retrofitting 

of concrete structures. 

2.3 DURABILITY OF CONCRETE 

2.3.1 Durability Overview 

As stated by Mehta and Burrows (2001), at the dawn of the 21th century, the 

construction industry faces the challenge to build concrete structures that are 

environmentally more sustainable. They also pointed that before 1930 the deterioration of 

concrete was mostly attributable either to crumbling or leaching from leaking joints or 

poorly consolidated concrete. The literature did not mention any deterioration correlated 

to cracking during that period. According to Burrows (2001), the deterioration of 

concrete structures by cracking appeared when the producers of cement started making 

faster-hydrating Portland cements by raising the fineness and the C3S content. A survey 

conducted in 1944 by U.S. Public Roads Administration on concrete bridges in several 

states showed that structures built after 1930 were not as durable in service as earlier 

structures. 
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Between 1950 and 1980, fundamental changes in the composition and hydration 

characteristics of the usage of Portland cement have affected the durability of concrete. 

The search for higher strength, while increasing the water–to–cement ratio, did make 

concrete elements more permeable and consequently less durable in corrosive 

environments (Mehta and Burrows, 2001). Figure 7 shows the increase in 7-day strength 

of Portland cement during the last 70 years. 

 

Figure 7: Increase in the 7-day strength of ASTM Type I Portland cement, produced in 

USA during the last 70 years (Mehta and Burrows, 2001) 

 

Berry and Malhotra (1980) correlated durability in service, or resistance to 

weathering and aggressive environment attacks, to both strength and watertightness. 

Mehta (2001) asserted that modern reinforced concrete structures fail to last long because 

Portland cement concrete mixtures are highly crack-prone, and consequently experience 

permeability problems during service. 
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2.3.2 Crack and Durability of Concrete 

Usually, cracking in concrete structures is the result of mechanical or environmental 

loading. Cracks may occur in non-structural concrete elements by sedimentation, 

shrinkage or thermal movement, whereas in structural elements they are due to excessive 

tensile stress. As developed in the previous section, the correlation between cracks and 

durability of concrete structures is obvious, since crack development can affect concrete 

strength and stiffness as well as the long-term durability (Jan Olek et al., 2005). 

Therefore, achieving careful control of the cracks, especially those caused by 

environmental effects, should improve the durability of concrete constructions. 

2.3.3 Fly Ash Contribution to Concrete Durability and Strength 

Durability can be defined as the ability of a concrete structure to maintain integrity 

and strength over a period of time. Strength is a measure of the ability a structure to 

sustain loads at a given point in time. Therefore, two concrete cylinders might have an 

equal compressive strength at 28 days, but their behavior in terms of permeability, 

resistance to aggressive agents, resistance to cracking and deterioration over time can 

differ widely (Headwater resources).  

2.4 CONCEPTS OF STEEL CORROSION IN CONCRETE 

The mechanism of steel corrosion in reinforced concrete has been the subject of 

various researches on the causes of the deterioration of concrete structure in the marine 

environment. Evans (1929) of Cambridge, England, who has written five books and 

about two hundred papers on electrochemistry and corrosion, was the first to define 

corrosion as an electrochemical process, when facing a liquid phase. The electrochemical 
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process means that a cathode must receive electrons from an anode, as shown in Figure 8 

below. The electrochemical reaction takes place from difference in electrical potential 

along the steel bar, which leads to the corrosion of the reinforcement. That is, transfer of 

electrons between different regions of the steel reinforcement will occur, where one area 

will behave as the anode and the other as the cathode. Thus, steel corrosion in aqueous 

solution requires two elementary electrochemical reactions: steel oxidation in one part 

and reduction of oxygen dissolved in the solution in the other part. The immediate 

consequences of rusting of the rebar consist of cracking, spalling or de-lamination of the 

concrete surface. Consequently, all these elements lead to an easier ingress of aggressive 

agents, and then accelerate the corrosion rate. 

 

Figure 8: Dissolution mechanism of steel in concrete due to chloride ion ingress (After 

Liang and Lan) 

 

According to Gjorv (1989), it is the corrosion of reinforcing steel rather than the 

deterioration of the concrete itself that poses the most serious problem for the durability 

of the concrete structures in a marine environment. He also added that usually the pore 
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solution of concrete may reach an alkalinity level in excess of pH 13. Thus, this alkaline 

solution creates, in the presence of oxygen, a thin oxide film on the steel surface which 

protects in efficient manner embedded steel from corrosion.  This system of protection is 

known as passivity of embedded steel; however, the integrity and protective quality of 

this film are dependent of factors such as oxygen availability and alkalinity of the 

solution  

Generally, corrosion of steel reinforcement in aqueous media involves reactions 

between the metal and the solution as it was previously shown. Obviously, the 

contribution of this interface to the corrosion phenomena is preponderant. Tuuti (1982) 

reported that steel corrosion process in the case of initially healthy concrete usually 

occurred in two steps: 

 Initial phase: the steel is stabilized by the passive film that prevents rust, but 

aggressive agents penetrate the porous structure of the concrete. 

 Propagation phase: progressive destruction of the passive layer of the steel when 

the aggressive agents reach the steel/concrete interface. 

 Figure 9 shows the stages of the deterioration of reinforced concrete due to corrosion. 
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Figure 9: Stages of corrosion-induced deterioration (Structural Preservation Systems) 

 

2.5 ACCELERATED DURABILITY TESTING 

As asserted by Ahmad (2009), corrosion of steel in reinforced concrete is a slow 

process because of the protective nature of concrete. The initiation and development of 

reinforcement corrosion take a long period of time, even in the case where a structure is 

subjected to severe corrosive conditions. As a result, when it comes to perform laboratory 

studies in a limited time, it is rather difficult to reach a significant degree of corrosion of 

the steel reinforcement. For that reason, different methods capable of accelerating the 

corrosion process of the rebar in reinforced concrete have emerged and are used by 

researchers. 

Kasai and Nakamura (1980) carried out a research on the durability of cement and 

mortars in seawater using an accelerated test method. Cement mortar specimens made of 

twelve types of cements were dried at 30
○
C and 60

○
C, and subjected to wetting and 
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drying cycles in artificial seawater. The test results showed that the deterioration process 

of the specimens increased with higher drying temperature and high water-cement ratio.  

Nishibayashi et al. (1980) reported in ACI SP 65-20 an experiment titled “Durability 

of Concrete in Seawater”, in which prismatic specimens made of OPC and seawater 

resisting cement, were submerged in seawater for 24 hours, and then dried in oven at 

temperatures between 60
○
C and 80

○
C for 24 hours as well. This accelerated testing 

process was repeated for 200 cycles, and periodically the relative dynamic modulus of 

elasticity and the change in length were measured. They concluded that the specimens 

made with seawater resisting cement and containing about 80 percent of blended blast-

furnace slag performed better than OPC concrete. Moreover, they estimated that this 

accelerated testing method provided acceptable results, and that the 200 cycles apply 

during the experiment could be equivalent to 30 years exposition in the tidal zone in 

actual marine environment. 

Bremner and Nebesar (1988) conducted an investigation on the efficiency of 

accelerated durability testing using the wet and dry cycle system. Specimens made of 

OPC with 65 percent substitution of the cement by slag were subjected to wetting cycles 

for two hours and drying cycles at temperature between 70
○
C and 75

○
C for four hours. 

They reached the conclusion that this method was suitable to simulate the long term 

exposure of concrete structures in the marine environment. 

In 2000, Florida Department of Transportation published an accelerated corrosion 

testing procedure on the designation “Florida Method of Test for an Accelerated 

Laboratory Method for Corrosion Testing of Reinforced Concrete using Impressed 

Current (FM 5-522)”. The objective of this method was to compare the performance of 
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various concrete mixes. Concrete cylinders (Lollipop type) of dimensions 10.2 cm 

diameter x 14.6 cm were used as test specimens along with a power supply to impress 

current on the rebar. According to this procedure, when a crack is initiated in the 

specimen by the stresses caused by the build up of corrosion products, the electrolyte 

solution has a free path to the steel. This results in a sudden increase in current. From 

there, diverse parameters such as the average daily current, Iavg, the average daily 

resistance, Ravg, can be determined by means of data acquired from the experiment and 

Ohm’s law. 

Recently, Andrade et al. (2008) presented the results of an experimental investigation 

conducted on steel-reinforced engineered cementitious composite (ECC) beams subjected 

to accelerated corrosion by an electrochemical method. They indicated that ECC is a 

micromechanically-based designed, high-performance, fiber-reinforced cementitious 

composite with high ductility and improved durability due to tight crack width. The 

accelerated corrosion test was performed by imposing a constant potential with a DC 

power supply, hence different degrees of corrosion were induced into the reinforcement 

embedded in the specimens. The results of this study showed that the engineered 

cementitious composite (ECC), compared to control specimens, significantly prolonged 

the corrosion propagation period, while enhancing the ability to maintain the load 

capacity of the beams. This is due to the fact that ECC possesses high tensile strain 

capacity and micro-cracking behaviors.  

2.6 HYDRATION OF ORDINARY PORTLAND CEMENT  

Cement is a complex multiphase system; when mixed with water, it triggers the 

mechanism of hydration which has been studied for the first time by Henri Le Chatelier 
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(1887). The constitutive phases of hydration react by different mechanisms, at speeds 

which are specific to them and greatly depend on the mineralogy of the cement. Le 

Chatelier outlined three steps in the hardening of cement:  

 physical and chemical adsorption of water by cement particles 

 dissolution or salvation of cement particles in contact with water, and 

 precipitation of hydrated phases (D. Sedan, 2007). 

Contrary the geopolymerization process where some uncertainties subsist among 

researchers, the hydration steps of ordinary Portland cement, leading to the formation of 

binder, are well known. In fact, in order to describe the hydration phenomenon, various 

studies related to the pure phases such as alite, C3S (tricalcium silicate), belite, C2S 

(dicalcium silicate), tricalcium aluminate, C3A, calcium ferro-aluminate (C4AF), have 

been published. According to reported literature, OPC consists mainly of four 

mineralogical phases during which various stoichiometric reactions are taking place, lead 

to hydration (Kalidas et al. 2003). Since tricalcium silicate (C3S) constitutes the main 

constituent of Portland cement, hydration of this compound predominantly controls the 

overall hydration kinetics. Figure 10 presents a typical curve of isothermal cement 

calorimetry which comprises four distinct periods. 
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Figure 10: Typical curve of isothermal calorimetry of cement (Laval University, 2006) 

 

According to Boivin (1999), these periods can be described as followed: 

 Period 1: initial reactions which start when water is added to Portland cement and 

last a few minutes. 

 Period 2: sleeping period which corresponds to the phase where Ca
2+

 and OH
-
 

ions are released, and the concrete is more workable. 

 Period 3: acceleration period. It corresponds to the moment where concrete 

change from liquid phase to solid phase. 

 Period 4: decelerate period. This period results in a decreasing of the heat released 
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Furthermore, when OPC concrete is in contact with seawater, the chemical action 

derived between them is primarily due to the presence of magnesium sulfate which reacts 

with the products from the hydration process. Mehta (1991), stated that the solid 

hydration products in a well-hydrated cement paste, made with normal ASTM Type I 

Portland cement, generally contain calcium hydroxide, calcium monosulfoaluminate 

hydrate, and calcium silicate hydrates. These three compounds are predisposed to 

decomposition by CO2 attack. 
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 

This chapter is devoted to the presentation of the materials used and the concrete 

formulas selected. Specifically, the properties and specifications of the materials, the 

mixture proportions, and the manufacturing and curing of the test specimens are 

described. It also includes the experimental techniques where the specimen types, the test 

program, and the test parameters are explained. It is to be noted that geopolymer paste is 

used as 100% substitution to Portland cement. 

3.1 MATERIALS 

3.1.1 Aggregates 

The same types of coarse and fine aggregates were used for both the control mix 

concrete and the geopolymer concretes (ASTM C125). 

3.1.1.1 Coarse Aggregates 

The coarse aggregate selected was pearock, since it is the predominant coarse 

material found in South Florida and has been proven to be effective. The maximum size 

of this aggregate was 3/8 in., because it is generally specified that the maximum size of 

coarse aggregate should not exceed one-fifth the narrowest dimension between the sides 
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of the mold or form. The molds, with the narrowest dimension of 1.6 in., were acceptable 

for the 3/8 in. aggregate. It should be noted that the choice of this maximum size was also 

dictated by the results of the preliminary laboratory work conducted and reported below, 

addressing the aggregate size effect on the fracture toughness, and the workability of the 

concrete.  

3.1.1.2 Fine Sand 

The fine aggregate was natural river sand provided by Rinker/Cemex. The selection 

of this type of sand is primarily due to the successful field applications it has in South 

Florida. (DOT concrete sand, ASTM C33) 

3.1.2 Fly Ash 

For this project low-calcium dry fly ash (ASTM Class F) from a Power Station was 

used in accordance with ASTM C618 Class F, and the ACI committee 226 report. This 

fly ash was obtained from Rinker/Cemex Corporation. The chemical composition and 

physical properties of this material, as provided by the supplier, are presented in Table 1. 

3.1.3 Alkaline Liquid 

A combination of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate was employed to achieve 

the activation of the fly ash material. As suggested by Rangan (2006), this alkaline 

solution was prepared twenty-four hours prior to use. The sodium silicate solution was 

purchased from PQ Corporation, and was provided in 5-gallons pail. This product is 

commercially sold by PQ under the label of D, and the ratio SiO2-to-Na2O by mass is 

approximately equal to 2 (Na2O = 13.7%, SiO2 = 29.4%, and water = 55.9% by mass). 

On the other hand, the sodium hydroxide solution was prepared in the FAU Lab. In fact, 
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sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in pellet form with 98% purity, purchased from Fisher 

Scientific, was dissolved in water to make the solutions. Two different concentrations of 

sodium hydroxide were used to manufacture the geopolymer concrete specimens namely 

8 Molar and 14 Molar. The making of these solutions with the required concentration was 

realized following the suggestion of Hardjito and Rangan (2005), and reported below: 

“The mass of NaOH solids in a solution varied depending on the concentration of the 

solution expressed in terms of molar, M. For instance, NaOH solution with a 

concentration of 8M consisted 8x40 = 320 grams of NaOH solids (in flake or pellet form) 

per liter of the solution, where 40 is the molecular weight of NaOH. The mass of NaOH 

solids was measured as 262 grams per kg of NaOH solution of 8M concentrations. 

Similarly, the mass of NaOH solids per kg of the solution for other concentrations were 

measured as 10M: 314 grams, 12M: 361 grams, 14M: 404 grams, and 16M: 444 grams. 

Note that the mass of NaOH solids was only a fraction of the mass of NAOH solution, 

and water is the major component.” 

3.1.4 Ordinary Portland Cement 

ASTM Type I Portland cement was used for the manufacture of the control mix 

concrete. The chemical composition and physical properties of this material, as provided 

by the supplier, was presented in Table 1 (Section 1.4). 

3.1.5 Superplasticizer 

The workability of the fresh concrete was improved with the use of ADVA 120 

super plasticizer in liquid form, which was added to the mixture. 
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3.2 MIX DESIGN PRELUDE 

For this project the steps for making geopolymer concrete proposed by Rangan and 

Hardjito (2005) were closely followed. Since it was the first time an experiment on 

geopolymer concrete was conducted at the Civil Engineering Lab of Florida Atlantic 

University (FAU), concrete cylinder samples made with different mixtures were 

fabricated and tested in order to verify the veracity of the proposal of Rangan et al. 

(2006). A summary of the purpose of preliminary laboratory work suggested by Hardjito 

(2005) is reported below. 

“The main objectives of the preliminary laboratory work were: 

 to familiarize with the making of fly ash-based geopolymer concrete; 

 to understand the effect of the sequence of adding the alkaline activator to the 

solids constituents in the mixer; 

 to observe the behavior of the fresh fly ash-based geopolymer concrete; 

 to develop the process of mixing and the curing regime; and 

 to understand the basic mixture proportioning of fly ash-based geopolymer 

concrete.”  

It was found that the mixing steps, the curing time, and the mixture proportions proposed 

were efficient, although some adjustments were made using the trial and error principle. 

This preliminary work also revealed that using smaller coarse aggregates (1/4” and 1/2”) 
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is better for 4”x8” cylinder samples, especially in the case of geopolymer concrete with 

alkaline activator of 8-molar concentration. 

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

3.3.1 Mix Design 

For this project two geopolymer concrete mixtures were used, which were 

designated as Mix 1 and Mix 2. The procedure for the mix proportions was based on 

ASTM Class F fly ash and the work of Vijaya Rangan et al. (2006). The details of these 

mixtures, per cubic foot of concrete, are given in Table 8. It should be noted that Mix 1 

and Mix 2 differed one another by the concentration of the sodium hydroxide solution 

employed in the making of the alkaline activator. Mix 1 was constituted of a 

concentration of sodium hydroxide solution of 8 Molar, while in Mix 2 the concentration 

of sodium hydroxide solution was 14 Molar. In addition, one important detail is that extra 

water was added in Mix 2.  

As suggested by Rangan, similar to OPC concrete, the coarse and fine aggregates 

occupied about 75 to 80% of the mass in the composition of the low-calcium fly ash-

based concrete, and the remaining represented the chemical components of the mixtures. 

In the designing of the mixtures the parameter “water-to-geopolymer solids ratio” by 

mass was considered. Thus, in this ratio the total mass of water was the sum of the mass 

of water contained in the sodium silicate solution, the mass of water in the sodium 

hydroxide solution, and the mass of mass of extra water, if any (Ref. Mix 2). The total 

mass of geopolymer solids in the concrete mixture was the sum of the mass of fly ash, the 

mass of sodium hydroxide solids, and the mass of solids in the sodium silicate solution 
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(mass of Na2O and SiO2). Moreover, in the case of the alkaline activator, the following 

parameters were chosen for the mixture constituents: 

 Ratio of sodium silicate solution-to-sodium hydroxide solution, by mass, of 2.5. 

 Molarity of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution in the range of 8M and 14M. 

 Ratio of activator solution-to-fly ash, by mass, of 0.3. 

Table 7: Mix Proportion of Geopolymer Concrete Cured in Oven 

Materials 
Weight (lb/ft

3
) 

Mix 1 Mix 2 

Coarse Aggregate 

1/2 in 17 17 

3/8 in 23 23 

1/4 in 40 40 

Fine sand 34 34 

Fly ash 25 25 

Sodium silicate solution 6.42 6.42 

Sodium hydroxide solution 2.55 (8 Molar) 2.55 (14 Molar) 

Super Plasticizer 0.374 0.374 

Extra water None 1.4 

 

The control mix concrete was made with ordinary Portland cement (OPC), and was 

compared with the geopolymer mixes for durability and material properties. The control 

concrete was a normal weight concrete based on ACI Standard Practice 211.1. Details of 

the control mix are also given in Table 9.  
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Table 8: Mix Proportion of Normal-weight Control Concrete 

Material 

Concrete type 

Non-air-entrained 

Portland cement (lb/ft
3
) 28 

Water (lb/ft
3
) 6 

Coarse aggregate (lb/ft
3
) 81 

Fine aggregate (lb/ft
3
) 35 

 

3.3.2 Preparation of Test Specimens 

For the experimental program seventy-eight specimens were used, including 4”x8” 

OPC and geopolymer concrete cylinders, and 6”x6”x21” beams. The specimen 

description is shown in Table 10. 
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Table 9: Number and Type of Specimens 

Concrete 

type 
Mix type Concentration 

Specimen type 

Total 
Cylindrical  

(4" x 8") 

Beam 

(6"x6"x21") 

OPC Control - 12 6 18 

Low-Calcium 

Fly Ash 

Mix 1 8 molar 24 6 30 

Mix 2 14 molar 24 6 30 

 
Total   60 18 78 

 

3.3.2.1 Alkaline Liquid Preparation 

As previously mentioned, the alkaline activator is a combination of sodium silicate 

and sodium hydroxide solutions. First, the sodium hydroxide solution was prepared by 

dissolving solids sodium hydroxide in water using a VWR hot plate with a magnetic 

stirrer (Figure 11). Then, since the sodium silicate was purchased in liquid form, the 

alkaline liquids were prepared by mixing the sodium silicate solution and the sodium 

hydroxide solution by means of the VWR hotplate as well (Figure 12). This operation 

took place twenty-four hours preceding the pouring of the concretes, while ADVA 120 

super plasticizer and extra water (Mix 2, 14M) were added to the mixtures before the 

casting of the different types of concrete.    
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Figure 11: Preparation of the sodium hydroxide solution 

 

 

Figure 12: Mixing of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate 
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3.3.2.2 Molds 

Disposable plastic molds were used for the cylindrical specimens, whereas wood and 

plywood were utilized for the fabrication of the beam forms. In order to ease the removal 

of the beam specimens from the forms as well as prevent moisture absorption from the 

fresh concrete, their walls were coated with diesel fuel.  

3.3.2.3 Mixing and Casting 

3.3.2.3.1 Formulation and Mixing Method of the Geopolymer Concretes 

The geopolymer concrete mixes were designed by using the approach proposed by 

Rangan et al. (2006), and discussed in Sect. 3.3.1, and by choosing the design 

compressive strength to be about 6000 psi (45 Mpa).  

A rotating drum mixer with fixed blades was used for the mixing of the concretes 

(Figure 13). The dry materials namely the aggregates, sand, and fly ash were first 

introduced into the mixer, and mixed for about three minutes (Figure 14). The alkaline 

liquid was then introduced and the whole mixed for four minutes. Figure 15 shows a 

sample of fresh geopolymer concrete. 
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Figure 13: Mixer used for manufacturing geopolymer concrete 

 

 

Figure 14: Dry materials for geopolymer concrete 
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Figure 15: Fresh geopolymer concrete after mixing 

 

3.3.2.3.2 Casting and Compaction  

The fresh concrete was poured into 4”x8” plastic molds, in the case of cylindrical 

specimens, and into wood forms for rectangular beams. Moreover, for the compaction of 

the specimens a rod was employed, and each concrete layer received 40 to 60 manual 

strokes. Samples of fresh fly ash-based geopolymer concrete cylinders in mould can be 

seen in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16: Fresh fly ash-based geopolymer concrete specimens 

 

3.3.2.4 Curing of Test Specimens 

After their casting, the specimens were preserved in the FAU Lab at room 

temperature for a resting time of four days for the cylinders, and five days for the beams. 

Then, the specimens were removed from the molds and heat cured in oven at 60
○
C for 24 

hours. However, the dry curing was done in two different places. The concrete cylinders 

were heat cured in the Civil Engineering Lab at FAU, with the use of a VWR oven 

(Figure 16), and the concrete beams in the geotechnical lab run by Radise International 

Company in the oven shown in Figure 17. After that, the specimens were stored in the 

civil engineering lab until they reached the 28
th

-day of age. 
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Figure 17: Oven heat-curing of concrete cylinders 

 

 

Figure 18: Oven used for heat-curing of concrete beams 
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3.3.3 Compressive Strength Testing 

The compressive strength measurements were performed in order to follow the 

strength evolution of the concretes, and serve as an indication of the change in 

mechanical properties. As stipulated in ASTM C 192 Standard, the specimens were used 

to develop information for the mixture proportioning, and for the evaluation of different 

mixtures and materials. Therefore, compressive strength tests were performed in 

accordance with ASTM C 39. A summary of the test method from this standard is given 

below: 

“This test method consists of applying a compressive axial load to molded cylinders or 

cores at a rate which is within a prescribed range until failure occurs. The compressive 

strength of the specimen is calculated by divided the maximum load attained during the 

test by the cross-sectional area of the specimen.” 

The specimens were 4”x8” cylinders as shown in Figure 19.  
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Figure 19: Geopolymer concrete specimens for compressive strength test 

 

For each series of tests, three cylinders were prepared, and tested in a Tinius Olsen 

hydraulic machine. The specimens were compressed between the two plates of a press of 

maximum load capacity equal to 120,000 lb (See Figure 20). For each test, which was at 

seven days and twenty-eight days, three concrete cylinders were tested in order to obtain 

the mean strength values.   
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Figure 20: Compressive strength test assembly 

 

3.3.4 Indirect Tensile Strength Testing 

The tensile strength tests were carried out in accordance with ASTM C496. The 

Tinius Olsen hydraulic machine previously mentioned was again used to perform the test 

on cylindrical specimens 4”x8”.  Three cylinders were tested for each mixture, at 7 and 

28 days after casting. The procedure for conducting this test, as recommended by the 

standard, is as follows: 

“This test method consists of applying a diametral compressive force along the length of 

a cylindrical concrete specimen at a rate that is within a prescribed range until failure 
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occurs. This loading induces tensile stresses on the plane containing the applied load and 

relatively high compressive stresses in the area immediately around the applied load. 

Tensile failure occurs rather than compressive failure because the areas of load 

application are in a state of triaxial compression, thereby allowing them to withstand 

much higher compressive stresses than would be indicated by a uniaxial compressive 

strength test result”.   

The split test assembly is shown in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Indirect tensile strength test assembly 

 

The splitting tensile strength was determined by means of the equation given in the 

standard: 
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 T = 2P/πLd 

Where: 

T = splitting tensile strength, psi 

P = maximum applied load indicated by the testing machine, lbf 

L = length, in. 

D = diameter, in. 
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CHAPTER 4: ACCELERATED DURABILITY TESTING 

 

Durability of reinforced concrete structures primarily depends on the resistance of 

the steel reinforcement to corrosion. However, one of the problems related to corrosion 

testing in cementitious materials is the lack of statistically valid research data. This is 

mainly due to the long duration necessary to investigate this characteristic of concrete. 

Different methods have been used where the test time has been reduced through 

accelerated testing practices, such as application of electrical potential, wet and dry cycle 

in seawater or 3 to 5% salt solution, introduction of chloride content in the concrete, 

accelerated chloride-ion diffusion test, etc. For this study, the accelerated reinforcement 

corrosion by electrochemical method described below was chosen to evaluate the 

corrosion resistance performance of steel-reinforced beams (Lollipop type). Experimental 

investigation was conducted on both geopolymer and OPC concrete specimens. 

Normally, corrosion of reinforcement in concrete is caused by physicochemical 

interactions between the steel and the environment, causing changes to its properties 

along with the deterioration of the steel. Therefore, an accelerated laboratory 

electrochemical method for corrosion was used, following the work of Andrade et al. 

(2008) and the Florida Department of Transportation (2000). In order to accelerate the 
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corrosion process, chemical attack was simulated by immersion of the test specimens in 

saline solution; whereas, a constant potential was used to induce different degrees of 

corrosion into the reinforcement embedded in the geopolymer and OPC concrete 

specimens. The schematic of the experimental setup of the electrochemical system used 

is shown in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22: Schematic of the accelerated corrosion test setup 

 

Figure 23 shows the accelerated corrosion test setup in the Lab, where the concrete slabs 

(6”x6”x21”) are immersed vertically to a depth of about 18” in a NaCl solution. 
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Figure 23: Accelerated corrosion-monitoring test setup 

 

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The following sections describe the experimental program carried out in order to 

determine the durability performance of the different concrete mixtures. The steps from 

the specimen description to the innovative accelerated corrosion testing method used are 

presented along with the purpose and the procedure applied for the durability 

determination.  

4.1.1 Test Specimens 

For this study, two types of specimens were fabricated:  
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The first type consisted of 6”x6”x21” rectangular concrete beam (Lollipop style) with a 

centrally placed No. 4 bar. The steel bar was embedded into the concrete beam such that 

its end is at least at 1 inch from the bottom of the beam.  

The other one consisted of 6”x6”x21” rectangular plain concrete beam. This type was 

used as flexural resistance control. 

4.1.2 Testing Apparatus and Materials 

The testing apparatus and equipments utilized to perform the accelerated corrosion 

tests consisted of the following:  

 Two 150-gallon structural foam stock Rubbermaid tanks with dimensions of 25” 

height, 39” width, and 58” length were used (Figure 23). 

 

 

Figure 24: Simulated chemical attack tanks 

 

 Voltage controlled 30 volts D.C. Power Supply that fed all the specimens being 

tested. 

 An Ammeter that measured the electric current in the circuit (in amperes). 
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 Stainless steel plate electrode used as a cathode. 

 Artificial seawater solution made of 5% NaCl concentration. 

 Epoxy coating applied on the steel bars to avoid crevice corrosion.  

4.1.3 Seawater Solution 

Artificial seawater instead of natural seawater was used mainly for its ease of 

acquisition and to minimize any biological effects. The preparation of the simulated 

seawater solution was achieved with sodium chloride (NaCl) dissolved in tap water. The 

NaCl concentration was 5%. 

4.1.4 Test Procedure 

The specimens were partially immersed into a seawater solution at room temperature 

after 28 days of curing for 21days. Then, the exposed steel bars were connected to the 

positive terminal of a constant 30 volt D.C. power supply, to make the steel bars act as  

anodes. The negative terminal of the DC power source was connected to a stainless steel 

mesh placed near the specimens in the solution, and sat on a stainless steel plate placed 

beneath the beams. Thus, the stainless steel plate electrode was used as the cathode. 

Moreover, the steel mesh was cleaned periodically to prevent the deposition of calcium 

on the surface (See Figure 22). This set up is important since inducing corrosion requires 

that the two ends of the rebar be in electrical contact where one is used as the anode and 

the other one the cathode. Each time the current intensity showed a sudden rise indicated 

the cracking of the specimen by corrosion. So, in order to determine the time at which the 
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specimen cracked (referred to as corrosion time), the intensity of the electric current was 

recorded at different time intervals (Shaker et al. 1997). 

Furthermore, as recommended by Andrade et al. (2008), the weight of the steel bar 

was measured and recorded for weight loss measurement before the accelerated corrosion 

test was started. The corrosion process was initiated by applying a constant 30 V anodic 

potential. Also, high voltage was used to accelerate the corrosion and shorten the test 

period. The lollipop specimens were visually inspected daily for cracks while the current 

flow was continuously monitored.  

4.2 TEST PARAMETERS 

Weight change of concrete samples after exposition to seawater should highlight the 

phenomena of diffusion and reaction involved in the degradation mechanism caused by 

salts (essentially chlorides and sulfates present in seawater) to structures. However, as it 

was stated earlier, durability of reinforced concrete structures mostly depends on the 

resistance to corrosion of the steel. Therefore, weight change of steel bar in the beam 

specimen was investigated by performing a mass weight measurement of this reinforcing 

bar. A table balance was used to record the weight of the rebar before it was embedded in 

the concrete beam and after subjected to accelerated corrosion testing. 

One of the focusses of the resulting program was the determination of the 

performance of geopolymer concrete after corrosion was instigated and compared with 

that of normal weight concrete. Thus, cracking behavior and residual load capacities of 

both concrete types were examined. Essentially, cracks in the specimens were monitored 

by visual observation and sudden increase in the current intensity, while the crack widths 
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were measured by means of an optical microscope. On the other hand, the residual 

flexural load test was performed on the reinforced concrete beams (Lollipop type) after 

having been subjected to accelerated corrosion, and the plain concrete beams after 

seawater exposure. The test was conducted in accordance with the standards prescribed in 

ASTM Practice C78-09; the recommended test setup is shown in Figure 25. The 

specimens were tested in a   machine shortly after their removal from the simulated 

chemical attack tanks. The beam specimen was continuously loaded at a constant rate 

until the breaking point was reached.  

 

Figure 25: Flexural test schematic of concrete beam by third-point loading method         
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The modulus of rupture was calculated with the equation:  

R = PL/bd
2
, where 

R = modulus of rupture, psi 

P = maximum applied load indicated by the testing machine, lbf 

L = span length, in. 

b = average width of the specimen, inch, at the fracture 

d = average depth of the specimen, inch, at the fracture. 
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter addresses to the results obtained from the different concrete specimens 

characterized in the previous chapters. First of all, the results of the measurements 

conducted on the mechanical resistances of the low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer 

and ordinary Portland cement concretes specimens are presented and discussed. Then, the 

correlation between age and strength parameter is assessed. Finally, the results of the 

experimental evaluation of the durability parameters are covered. It should be however 

noted that the assessment of the durability of the concretes was based on compressive 

strength, resistance to chemical attack, steel corrosion and cracking behavior of the 

specimens. 

It is to be reminded also that the specimens were made of two fly ash-based 

geopolymer concrete mixtures (8 Molar and 14 Molar), and normal weight Portland 

cement concrete. The mix proportion, the manufacture process, and the details of the 

testing were developed in Chapter 3. Moreover, the data of the test results reported using 

Figures and Tables are the mean values obtained from at least three specimens, in 

accordance with the ASTM standard practice.                
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5.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MECHANICAL RESISTANCES 

5.2.1 Compressive Strength and Unit Weight  

The compressive strength of the different types of concrete was measured for 4”x8” 

cylinders. The specimens were tested at 7 days and 28 days of age after casting, and heat 

curing in oven at 60
○
C for 24 hours in the case of the geopolymer mixtures, and cured in 

ambient condition for the normal weight concrete. A minimum of three compression 

cylinders were utilized for this test, the average compressive strength results are listed in 

Table 11, and the schematics in Figures 25 & 26. Similarly, for the two testing schedules 

the unit weight of the specimens was determined. The average test results are presented 

in Table 12. 

Table 10: Mean Compressive Strength 

Mixture Curing Type 

Compressive Strength (psi) 

7-days Age 
Standard 

Deviation 
28-days Age 

Standard 

Deviation 

Mix-1 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
4310 488 5800 359 

Mix-2 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
8160 435 8737 16 

Control 
Ambient 

condition 
3200 170 4800 252 
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Table 11: Mean Unit Weight 

Mixture Curing Type 

Unit Weight (lb/ft3) 

7-days Age 
Standard 

Deviation 
28-days Age 

Standard 

Deviation 

Mix-1 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
142 1 140 0.5 

Mix-2 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
142 0.5 141 0.43 

Control 
Ambient 

condition 
147 1.06 144 0.6 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Compressive strength of OPC and GPC at 7 days 
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Figure 27: Compressive strength of OPC and GPC at 28 days 

 

As stated by Mindess et al. (2003), concrete in physical nature can be described as a 

composite material essentially composed of linear material, aggregate, and a highly non-

linear material, cement paste, divided by an interfacial transition zone which is 

considered as a weak link of separation. Therefore, the plane failure surfaces through the 

aggregates showed by the geopolymer cylinders after the compression test imply that the 

binder formed in the making of the specimens was strong enough to prevent failures 

through the interfaces between the aggregates and paste. In addition, most of the 

cylinders tested did not go to complete destruction after failure, which is a proof once 

again of the toughness of the geopolymer paste. The typical failure patterns of the 

specimens are shown in Figure 27. It is to be noted that, similar to high strength Portland 

cement concrete, the failure produced a loud sound, and occurred in a brittle manner. 
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The compressive results were verified using the formula:   

 fc’ = P/A                                                                                                           (1) 

fc’ = compressive strength 

P = break load 

A = area of the specimen 

 

                  

Figure 28: Typical failure of cylinders after compressive test 
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Figure 29: Unloaded cylinder specimens after compressive testing 

 

5.2.1.1 Age Effect on Compressive Strength and Unit Weight 

As it was expected the strength values demonstrated a linear increasing trend after 

seven and twenty-eight days of casting. The 8 molar low calcium fly ash-based 

geopolymer concrete cylinders recorded values ranging from 4350 psi to 4780 psi at 7 

days of age, which gave an average compression of 4310 psi. At 28 days the companion 

cylinders tested showed strengths of 5350 psi to 6000 psi with an average compressive 

strength of 5800 psi. For the 14 molar concentration geopolymer concrete cylinders the 

variation in strength at 7 days produced an average value of 8160 psi, while the 

respective values after 28 days varied from 8722 psi to 8800 psi. These data clearly 

illustrate the consistency in strength exhibited by the geopolymer specimens. They were 

also in accordance with the reported literature (Section 2.2.4), which asserted that 

geopolymer concretes possess high early compressive strength. In fact, the 14-molar 
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geopolymer mixture for instance was able to achieve compressive strengths over 8000 psi 

(55 MPa) for a period of 7 days of curing.  Furthermore, the control specimens presented 

an average compressive strength of 3200 psi on the seventh day and 4800 psi on the 28
th

 

day. Hence, when compared with OPC concrete mix, the GPC mixes demonstrated a 

quicker strength acquisition than the latter. Obviously, these data also reveal that not only 

the compressive strength increases with time for any of the type of concrete, but also the 

fc’values were over 3000 psi which corresponds to the minima exhibits by most 

structural concretes. Figure 29 shows the change in compressive strength of the different 

mixtures with age. 

 

Figure 30: Compressive strength variation of OPC and GPC’s with time 
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from 7
th

 to 28
th

 day after casting. As a result, these test data prove that the low calcium 

fly ash-based geopolymer concretes, compared to the ordinary Portland concrete, possess  

long-term stability as well (Rangan et al. 2005).  

 

Figure 31: Unit weight variation of OPC and GPC’s with time 
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which indicate that unreinforced concrete has almost no tensile strength. Typically, the 

tensile strength of concrete is 10 to 15% of its compressive strength. Data from the tensile 

test carried out on the different types of specimens showed that their tensile splitting 

strengths were only a fraction of the compressive strengths (Tables 13 & 14)). 

Table 12: Mean Splitting Tensile Strength at 7 Days Age 

Mixture Curing Type 

Mean 

Compressive 

Strength (psi) 

Mean Indirect 

Tensile 

Strength (psi) 

Mean Splitting 

Tensile Strength 

ASTM Equation 

(psi) 

Mix-1 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
4310 692 259 

Mix-2 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
8160 1613 343 

Control 
Ambient 

condition 
3200 384 162 

 

Table 13: Mean Splitting Tensile Strength at 28 Days Age 

Mixture Curing Type 

Mean 

Compressive 

Strength (psi) 

Mean Indirect 

Tensile 

Strength (psi) 

Mean Splitting 

Tensile Strength 

ASTM Equation 

(psi) 

Mix-1 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
5800 1400 358 

Mix-2 
Dry curing 

(oven) 
 8737 3340 794  

Control 
Ambient 

condition 
4800 672 290 
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The results reported in Tables 13 & 14 demonstrate that the indirect tensile strength 

of the 8 molar and 14 molar low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concretes exceed the 

recommended values given in ASTM standard (10 to 15% of compressive strength), with 

the control mix value in the suggested range. The ASTM equation used to calculate the 

splitting tensile strength was given in Section 3.3.4. It can be seen that the splitting 

strengths obtained from the apparatus were higher than those calculated. Moreover, the 

specimens demonstrated an even split through their axial plane (Figures 31 & 32). It 

should also be noted that the splitting of the GPC cylinders generated very little 

fragmentation, which implied the existence of tough and cohesive bonds between the 

aggregates. In summary, the results were consistent with the higher strengths found for 

the GPC mixes, compared with the control mix. 

 

Figure 32: Geopolymer concrete specimen after testing 
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Figure 33: Typical even split after testing 

 

5.3 CORROSION RESISTANCE PERFORMANCE OF LOLLIPOP-TYPE GPC 

AND OPC CONCRETE SPECIMENS 

As stated by Bentur et al. (1997), the measurement of corrosion activity of steel 

occurring in a given concrete is an important tool in assessing the present and future 

performance of reinforced concrete structures exposed to corrosive environments. 

Therefore, in this study the corrosion resistance performance of steel reinforced concrete 

beams, subjected to chloride attack, was investigated; the results are reported and 

discussed in the following sections. It should be stated that the presence of chloride in 

concrete with embedded steel is detrimental to the durability of the concrete structure, 

since the protective oxide film on the steel surface (Ref. Section 2.4) can easily be 
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destroyed by the chloride ion. The life cycle of concrete structure in the marine 

environment depends on preventing chloride contents from penetrating into the concrete. 

This condition is related to compactness of the mix.  

5.3.1 Corrosion Current and Cracking Behavior 

As previously explained in Chapter 4, accelerated corrosion testing was used, 

following the work of Andrade et al. (2008). During the corrosion process, the electrical 

potential applied to the reinforcing bars attracts negatively charged chloride ions from the 

salt solution into the concrete, and toward the positively charged steel bars. As the 

chloride ions reach the steel/concrete interface above the threshold concentration, the 

steel surface begins to corrode, Andrade et al., 2008. During the corrosion of the 

embedded steel, the chemical reaction products of corrosion require and occupy more 

space than the initial cross section of the reinforcement. Consequently, the concrete beam 

is subjected to major tensile stresses in the immediate vicinity of the corroded steel, 

causing cracking at the steel bar interface when the tensile stresses exceed the tensile 

strength of the cover concrete. Due to the crack development, salt water flows through 

the pores and comes in contact with the steel surface, creating a direct current path 

between the reinforcement and the electrodes in solution. Any sudden increase in current 

flow indicates a diminution in electrical resistance. The variation of current with time in 

steel reinforced GPC and OPC concrete beams is shown in Figure 34. It may be noted 

that during the testing, the specimens were monitored regularly to see how long it takes to 

observe visible corrosion cracks on their surface. The geopolymer concrete mixes and the 

control mix performance were time-monitored to determine when the reinforcement 
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corrosion started, by observing any sudden increase in current and by visual cracking on 

the specimens.  

 

Figure 34: Measured corrosion current with time for GPC and OPC specimens 

 

As seen from Figure 34, the trends for the corrosion current/time for the 8 molar and 

14 molar geopolymer beams were similar, decreased for approximately 80 hours, and 

remained quasi-constant for the rest of the duration of the test, after decreasing for 

approximately 80 hours. The current in the OPC specimens decreased for about 15 hours, 

then started to increase. For better comparison of the current-time curves, the trends for 

the GPC and OPC beams are respectively presented in Figures 35 & 36. 
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Figure 35: Variation of current with time in GPC 

 

 

Figure 36: Variation of current with time in OPC 
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The results in Figures 34, 35, and 36 show a distinct difference in performance between 

the GPC and the OPC concrete beams. The average current in the 8M GPC beams, for 24 

hours, decreased from 71 mA to 18 mA, and from 91 mA to 24 mA, in the 14M GPC. 

The OPC specimens recorded a decrease from 772 to 689 mA, for 12 hours, and then the 

current started to increase from 689 to 758 mA for the next twelve hours. Obviously, the 

geopolymer mixes demonstrate better resistance against chloride penetration than the 

Portland cement mix, since not only the initial current readings recorded for the GPC 

specimens were much lower than the OPC specimens, but also their recorded currents 

never shown significant increase. As previously noted, when chloride solution reached 

the steel/concrete interface, a current path is created along with a decrease in electrical 

resistivity of the beam. Therefore, the significant differences in current recorded at this 

stage depict a better electrical resistivity of the GPC. As it may be seen in Figure 36, the 

OPC specimens already started to show current increase, and in Figure 37 rusted products 

on the top of the beams, after 40 hours of testing. On the other hand, the current in the 

GPC’s continued to decrease, and the specimens showed no sign of chloride attack for 

the same period. The brown rust stains seen on the top of the beams (Fig. 37) were the 

first visual evidence of corrosion in the embedded steel. It may be noted that early age 

exposure performance of concrete is an important factor in offshore construction, since 

concrete structures in severe marine environments should be able to resist attacks from 

aggressive agents for the durations of the construction projects.  
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Figure 37: Specimens after 40 hours of accelerated corrosion testing 

 

It took about 60 hours for the ordinary Portland cement specimens to crack, as shown 

in Figures 34 and 36 where, after a decrease in current for a period of time, a sudden 

increase was recorded, which coincided with the cracking at the bottom of the OPC 

specimens. Fig. 38 shows clearly corrosion products floating on the surface of the 

chloride solution. For the two types of geopolymer concrete, the recorded currents 

continued to decrease, while visual inspection demonstrated that the GPC specimens 

were healthy. 
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Figure 38: OPC and GPC specimens after 60 hours of corrosion testing 

 

As the experiment was continued, visible cracks were observed on the top of the 

OPC specimens, after 100 hours. The cracking was associated with a total current rise in 

the power supply ammeter, where the recorded intensity increased from 2.5 amps to 4.5 

amps. Figure 36 shows the sudden current increase specifically in OPC8 and OPC9 

beams.  It can be seen in Figures 39 and 40 that the cracks propagated along the 

reinforcing bar, and the crack width was about 0.009 in. (0.25 mm) on OPC7 specimen 

(Fig. 39), and 0.020 in. (0.5 mm) on OPC8 (Fig. 40), which represented a failure state 

(Andrade, 2008). 
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Figure 39: Crack and rust stains on top of OPC7 during accelerated corrosion testing 

 

 

Figure 40: Crack and rust stains on top of OPC8 during accelerated corrosion testing 
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In contrast to the ordinary Portland cement specimens, no cracks were noticed in the 

geopolymer specimens, but small rust stains were observed on GPC5 specimens (see 

Figs. 41 and 42). 

 

 

Figure 41: Specimens in accelerated corrosion tank after 100 hours 
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Figure 42: 8M and 14M GPC samples in accelerated corrosion tank after 100 hours 

 

According to ACI 318-95, a concrete material is in failure state when crack widths 

on its surface reach 0.012 in (0.3 mm).  Within this context, failure of all OPC specimens 

occurred past 100 hours, since cracks greater than 0.012 in. (0.3 mm) were observed by 

visual inspection. Dramatic increases in current reading were recorded, where particularly 

the OPC8 beam jumped from 1740 mA after 190 hours to 4900 mA (4.90 amps) after 220 

hours, and the total intensity from 5 amps to 8 amps. The crack width variation on OPC8 

was from 0.02 in. to larger than 0.06 in. (1.50 mm). For the geopolymer beams, visual 

inspection of the specimens and the corrosion current trend (see Fig. 35) showed that 

both 8M GPC and 14M GPC appeared to be “healthy” for the same time interval; still no 

noticeable cracks were observed on their surface, and the recorded current stood steady. 
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Obviously, the results demonstrate that the GPC concrete beams have a superior 

durability performance than the OPC beams in severe marine environment   

As suggested by Gjorv (2009), the rate of corrosion was reduced over time due to 

clogging up of the cracks by both corrosion products and other reaction products. As seen 

in Figure 43, the longitudinal crack openings that formed on the faces of these beams 

were obstructed by these products. Consequently, the recorded current in OPC7 and 

OPC9 started to slowly decrease and behave in steady manner (Figs. 34 and 36). 

 

Figure 43: View of OPC specimens at termination of the accelerated corrosion test 

 

The accelerated corrosion test lasted 300 hours, and the beams were removed from the 

tank for visual inspection and mechanical testing. Figures 43, 44 and 45 show the 

physical appearance of the different specimens shortly after accelerated durability testing. 
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Figure 44: Physical appearance of GPC specimens after accelerated durability testing 

 

 

Figure 45: Top view of OPC beams shortly after accelerated durability testing 

 

As pointed out earlier, the failure limit for crack width in a concrete structure is 

specified as 0.012 in. (0.3 mm) by the ACI Building code. The maximum longitudinal 

crack widths on the surface of the OPC specimens, illustrated in Figures 43 and 46, were 

0.19 inches (5 mm). 
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Figure 46: Close loop of crack width on OPC specimens after accelerated corrosion test 

 

5.3.2 Mass Loss Measurements 

It is well known that the most accurate method to determine the degree of corrosion 

in embedded steel is the mass loss measurement. Therefore, in order to determine the 

mass loss of the corroded reinforcing steel, the specimens were completely broken to 

retrieve the entire rebar. The broken beams, with the embedded steel, are shown in 

Figures 47, 48 and 49.  
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Figure 47: Broken OPC7 and OPC8 specimens 

 

 

Figure 48: Broken OPC9 specimens 
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Figure 49: Broken Lollipop-type 8M and 14M GPC specimens 

As prescribed by the ASTM standard, it was necessary to remove all corrosion 

products from the steel reinforcement before weighing. Therefore, deionized water was 

used as stripping solution to clean the rebar, and metal brush was also used to remove any 

remaining corrosion products. After that, the retrieved rebars were weighed to be 

compared with their initial weight. The steel bars after removal and cleaning are 

presented in Figures 50 and 51. As seen from Figure 50, the reinforcing steel from the 

OPC specimens were severely damaged by corrosion, while the rebars  from the GPC 

beams are healthy with almost no corrosion effects on their surfaces. 

The percentage mass loss for each reinforcing bar was calculated with the following 

equation: 
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Corrosion mass loss = 
(initial  mass −final  mass )

initial  mass
 x 100                                     (1) 

initial mass = initial weight of bar before corrosion testing 

final mass = final weight of bar after corrosion testing 

 

Figure 50: Retrieved rebars after accelerated corrosion testing 

 

Figure 51: Steel bars from GPC specimens after cleaning 
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The initial mass, the final mass, and the percentage of mass losses of reinforcing bars 

from GPC and OPC specimens are reported in Table15. As seen from this Table, the 

percentage mass losses in the ordinary Portland cement specimens (OPC 7, 8 and 9), after 

accelerated corrosion testing, were respectively 51%, 71.2% and 58%. For the two types 

of geopolymer specimens, there was no mass loss of reinforcing bars, after the 300 hours 

of corrosion testing. 

Table 14: Percentage Mass Losses of Reinforcing Bars after Accelerated Corrosion 

Exposure 

Specimen Type Initial Mass (g) Final Mass (g) Mass Loss (%) 

OPC-7 590 290 51 

OPC-8 590 170 71.2 

OPC-9 590 250 58 

GPC-2 530 530 0 

GPC-3 520 520 0 

GPC-4 540 540 0 

GPC-5 530 530 0 

GPC-6 540 540 0 

 

According to the literature, the essential factor that ensures the good behavior of 

concrete structures in the marine environment is their compactness. Therefore, the better 

resistance to corrosion exhibited by the geopolymer concretes in this environment, 

compared to the ordinary Portland cement concrete, is evidence of their compactness, and 
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the consequent resistance to chloride penetration. The low permeability of the GPC 

beams delayed the depassivation of the reinforcing steel surface. The main reason that the 

OPC specimens showed such high mass losses may be due to the wide longitudinal 

cracks observed on the beams (Figs. 43 and 46), which allowed chloride ions to penetrate 

more quickly into the concrete and accelerate the rate of corrosion. The percent mass loss 

for the OPC beams is shown in Figure 52. 

 

Figure 52: Percent mass loss for OPC specimens 

 

5.3.3 Residual Flexural Load  

At the end of the accelerated corrosion testing, the beams were removed from the 

chloride solution tank, and flexural load tested under three-point bending to determine 

their residual ultimate flexural loads. The flexural testing was performed according to 

ASTM C 78 – 09. 
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 For the OPC beams, with longitudinal cracks, the bending loads were applied on the 

face where the cracks were located. According to Andrade et al. (2008), this setup 

provides a more realistic evaluation of the residual flexural load capacity of the corroded 

specimens. The ultimate flexural load average and the average flexural strength for the 

different mixes are given in Table 16. Figure 53 shows the average flexural strength of 

the different mixes. The flexural strength was computed as follows: 

R = PL/bd
2
,  

where 

R = modulus of rupture, psi 

P = maximum applied load indicated by the testing machine, lbf 

L = span length, in. 

b = average width of the specimen, inch, at the fracture 

d = average depth of the specimen, inch, at the fracture. 

It should be noted that the average ultimate flexural loads and strengths were found by 

combining the results of three specimens tested for each set of OPC and 8M GPC beams, 

and a set of two specimens for 14M GPC. The average ultimate flexural loads were 8497 

lb and 9080 lb for 8M and 14M GPC respectively, compared to 3657 lb for the OPC 

beams. The flexural strengths were respectively 708 and 757 psi for 8M and 14M GPC, 

and 305 psi for OPC specimens. 
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Table 15: Average Ultimate Flexural Loads and Strengths after Accelerated Corrosion 

Testing 

Mixture 
Ultimate flexural 

loads, lbf 

Flexural strength, 

psi 
No. of specimens 

8M - GPC 8497 708 3 

14M - GPC 9080 757 2 

     OPC 3657 305 3 

 

 

 

Figure 53: Average flexural strength after accelerated corrosion testing 

Obviously, the GPC beams exhibited higher ultimate flexural loads compared to the OPC 

beams. Typical failure mode for the three mix types are presented in Figures 54 and 55. 
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Figure 54: Typical OPC beam failure after accelerated corrosion test 

 

 

Figure 55: Type of failure of GPC beam after accelerated corrosion test 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS  

 

The primary focus of this investigation has been to experimentally evaluate the 

durability of fly ash-based geopolymer concrete (GPC) in the marine environment, 

compared to Ordinary Portland Cement Concrete (OPC). By analyzing and comparing 

the behavior and properties of both types of concrete, it was observed that: 

 The geopolymerization product of low calcium fly ash-based concrete is 

more homogeneous and well-bonded to the aggregate than ordinary Portland 

cement concrete. Consequently, better crack resistance and long-term 

durability is obtained with GPC. 

 The effects of age on the strengths of the geopolymer mixes are different 

from those of the OPC. It was found that the GPC concretes, actually, possess 

high early compressive strength, where strengths in the range of 4310 psi and 

8160 psi were obtained at 7 days, and 5800 psi and 8737 psi at 28 days, for 

8M and 14M GPC. For the OPC, the values were 3200 psi at 7 days and 4800 

psi at 28 days. These results varied by 15% and 7% for GPC respectively, 

which showed that strengths were reached more quickly with geopolymer 

concretes than OPC concrete, for which the variation was 33% from 7 to 28 

days.
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 The electrical resistivity and permeability of the low calcium fly ash-based 

GPC were not significantly affected by the severe marine environment, due 

to reduce cracking. 

 The embedded steel reinforcement in OPC concrete, with low permeability, 

corrodes easily in the marine environment, causing progressive deterioration 

of the structure. 

 The superior performance of GPC over OPC concrete for corrosion resistance 

indicates the considerable potential of GPC for enhancing durability and 

sustainability.  
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